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________________________________________ ~ ____ ~ ____________ 1 
In The World 
Around Us . • 
The 1992-93 academic year brought 
many changes not just to Ursinus, but 
also to the world around us. In the later 
months of 199J., there were many 
changes in the world that also made a 
heavy impact on the events of 1992. Boris 
N. Yeltsin was elected president of the 
Russian Federation, and he began to 
build a market economy on the ruins of 
the failed Soviet Communist system. 
Also in 1991 and 1992, civil war spread 
across Yugoslavia, and tens of thousands 
of people became refugees as the killing 
continued. In the Mideast, Saddam Hus-
sein grew stronger after his troops were· 
forced out of Kuwait and the Mideast 
War ended in February, 1991. This 
growth led to u.s. and allied aircraft at-
tacking targets in Iraq in January, 1993. 
(All photos provided by RM Photo Ser-
vice, Inc.) 
Saddam Hussein 
Serbian soldiers in Bosnia 
Introduction 
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In Somalia, famine and widespread looting of food from 
international relief agencies caused the u.s. Marines to enter 
the ravaged country on December 9, 1992, to insure safe food 
distribution. 
US. Troops in Somalia 
The USS Kittyhawk, home for many of the US. aircraft that flew raids over Iraq. 
Boris Yeitsin, President of the Russian Federation 
In the U.s., the election was a main issue in 1992. President George Bush and his 
running mate, Vice President Dan Quayle, were challenged by Arkansas Gov. Bill 
Clinton and Tennessee Sen. Al Gore as his running mate. Ross Perot ran as an 
independent candidate. Clinton won the election, and was inaugurated on January 
20, 1993. Other important events of 1992 included the three-day riots in Los 
Angeles following the Rodney King trial, the Summer Olympics in Barcelona, and 
Hurricane Andrew, the most expensive natural disaster to ever hit this country. 
The L.A. Riots The Summer Olympics 
Clinton and Gore at the Democratic National Convention 
Tipper Gore and Hillary Clinton, tireless campaigners for the Clin-
ton/ Gore ticket 
Hurricane Andrew 
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Homecoming 1992 
Hope Arroliga receives the Linda L. Mcintyre award 
Homecoming 1992 was an event that was enjoyed by 
all. The day began with the Annual 5K BearPack Run, 
which was followed by a men 's soccer game against Dela-
ware Valley, and a women 's field hockey game versus 
Syracuse Univers ity. Several Greek organizations also 
held brunches that morning to welcome back alumni 
before the tailgating festivitie s and football game began. 
The Ursinus Bears' football team had a very close game 
in the afternoon against Johns Hopkins University, 
which the Bears lost 35-34. During halftime, awards were 
given out to honor several athletes for their contributions 
to Ursi nus. Junioir Hope Arroliga received the Linda L. 
Mcintyre sports award, and junior Bill "Scooter" Sedg-
wick received the Kenneth J. Walker award for a second 
year. Also during halftime, former Homecoming Queen 
Megan Chmiel of Tau Sigma Gamma participated in the 
crowning ceremony. Lauren Medica of Omega Chi was 
named the 1992 Homecoming Queen. 
6 Introduction 
The 1992 Homecoming Court Representatives: 
Alpha Phi Epsilon .......... ... .......... . Megan Love 
Alpha Phi Omega ........... ....... .. ... Kristin Link 
Beta Sigma Lamda .... ... .. .. ........ Shannon Savidge 
Delta Mu Sigma . ..... .... .. .. . ...... ..... Maria Rojas 
Delta Pi Sigma . ...... .. .. ...... . .......... Teri Urban 
Pi Omega Delta . . ...... ......... .... .. Lauren Medica 
Signa Rho Lambda .. . ................. Audra Boettcher 
Zeta Chi .. ... . .... ...... .............. Andrea Branas 
Lauren Medica, 1992 Homecoming Queen 
The 1992 Homecoming Court 
Finishing the sK Bearpack Run 
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The Berman Museum Of Art 
The Philip and Muriel Berman 
Museum of Art 
Mar 28-
June 21, 1992 
May 7-
June 23, 1992 
June 27-
Sept 27, 1992 
J ul 7-
Aug 30, 1992 
Oct 6-
Nov 15, 1992 
Sep 8-
Nov 1, 1992 
Nov 15-
Dec 20, 1992 
Nov 22, 1992-
Jan 17, 1993 
Feb 2-
Apr 4, 1993 
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Exhibition Schedule 
Marks and Messages: 
Sculpture by James Fuhrman 
The Life and Works of 
Jacob Medinger: Pennsylvania 
Redware Pottery 
L'Esprit de France 
Contemporary Chinese 
Paintings 
Made of Light: 
Photographs of India 
and Nepal by Barry Perlus 
Milo Winter 
Voyages to Freedom: 
500 Years of Jewish 
Life in Latin America 
95th Annual Exhibition of 
the Fellowship of the 
Pennsylvania Academy of 
Fine Arts 
Local Visions: Folk Art 
from Northeast Kentucky 
'The City of David: Discoveries from the Excavations" 
One of many outside sculptures by Lynn Chadwick 
" Keepers of the Flame: Unoffi cial Arti sts from Lening rad" 
" At That Moment [ Began : Scales and Balances" 
" Keepers of the Flame" Stude nt Readers T hea tre 
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Senior Halloween Party 
Right: The hippies-Paul, Evelyn and Pete; Below: 
Pastrami the cow; Bottom: The APES Greasers-Mike, 
Dan, Bill, Greg, AI, Scott and Tony 
Many seniors attended the Senior Hallow-
een Party on October 29 at the Birchwood Inn. 
The costumes varied from T.V. theme cos-
tumes such as Gilligan's Island to individual 
costumes such as Jim Crowder, who won sec-
ond place for his costume as the biblical char-
acter Moses. Judges Jason Fassett and Al 
Crowers also decided on the Heineken six-
pack as first place, and third place was award-
ed to The Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders. The 
Senior Party was sponsored by the USGA and 
Alpha Sigma Nu. 
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First Place: The Phi Psi Heineken Girls 
Top left: The APO " Dukes of Haza rd "; Top Right : The Cheerleaders-
Stacey, Lynn, Kim and Stacey; Center: Phi Alpha Psi-" Alice In Wonder-
land"; Above: Dielle-What' s Thi s? ; Left : O 'Chi 's Three Amigos- Jodi , 
Carolyn, and Amy 
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Memorable Grizzly Headlines 
Two Ursinus 
Legends Step 
Down 
Courtesy of Sports Info. Dept. 
February 23, 1993 
The man who helped run the Ursinus College athletic 
program behind the scenes and the man who owns the most 
wins of any Ursinus football coach have decided to retire 
from Jhe college. 
jim Moyer, who served as Sports Manager in the athletic 
department for 21 years retired in December. 
Dick Whatley, another Collegeville resident, has decided 
to retire after 34 years on the Ursi nus College athletic staff. 
Whatley will be moving to one of his properties in Maine 
following the current academic year. 
Whatley and Moyer are part of the "old guard" at Ur-
sinus. It is sad to see them go. 
Ann Landers At 
Founder's Day 
By Erika Compton 
November 17, 1992 
On Saturday, November 14, Ann Landers spoke to Ur-
sinus students and members of the community on writing 
an advice column. She is now 74 years old. Her first column 
appeared in 1955, and the column has continued for the 37 
years since. Mrs . Landers answers questions her readers 
write to her seeking advice. After she spoke, she attended a 
reception in the Berman Art Museum. On Sunday, Novem-
ber 15, Mrs. Landers was awarded an honorary degree from 
Ursinus. 
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A Question Of Queens 
By Sara Jacobson 
October 13, 1992 
One of the most eagerly awaited events of the annual Ursinu 
Homecoming festivities is the crowning of the Homecoming Queer 
during halftime of the big football game. This year, of course, was 
no exception to that. This year, however, there was a certain degre1 
of controversy and confusion as the wrong member of the court was 
announced as the queen during halftime. 
In annual tradition the Interfraternity Council held an election on 
Thursday and Friday in which the Ursinus student body voted to 
determine who this year ' s queen would be. At halftime the football 
game's commentator announced that the Delta Mu Sigma nominee 
Maria Rojas, had won this election, but this was not the case. In 
actuality it was the Pi Omega Delta nominee, Lauren Medica, who 
garnered the most votes. 
Directly following the ceremony Dean Kane and the president of 
the Interfraternity Council, who had counted the votes the previous 
day and were aware of the mistake, located the two women and 
explained the mix-up to both of them. 
"The greatest gift is to give, and it costs nothing." 
- Ann Landers 
New Twists On 
Pledging 
Greeks Grow With 
Chi Rho Psi 
Sara Jacobson 
,ruary 2, 1993 
lrsinus now hosts a new fraternity. Approximately twenty guys 
'e organized Chi Rho Psi, which is the 9th fraternity on campus. 
leeking an alternative to the current Ursinus greek system, a group 
:reshmen and upperclassmen with an emphas is on ethnic diversity, 
founders are split about 50-50 down racial lines, and hope to 
tinue this diversity in upcoming years . 
By Ellen Cosgrove 
February 9, 1993 
As most students are aware, fraternity pledging will begin 
on February 12th at 5:30 p.m . In preparation, men interes ted 
in pledging will have to "attend a mandatory meeting to 
di scuss specific issues relating to pledgi ng." It is also 
s trongly recommended for all pledges to attend at least one 
performance of " Power Plays." These plays will discuss 
situations of sexual abuse and hopefully bring safety and 
awareness to our campus. Dean Kane feels this recommen-
dation will help spread sexual abuse awareness to other 
students. " If they are made more aware of the problems on 
campus, they can filter the information to the other students 
as well," Dean Kane sa id . 
Upsilon Phi Delta 
Approved 
By Sara Jacobson 
February 2, 1993 
Last semester the Greek system at Ursinus expanded with 
the introduction of a new fraternity on campus, and it has 
happened again. 
Upsilon Phi Delta, or Phi D is a service-oriented, diverse 
sorority and an alternative to the alcoholic Reimert parties 
on weekends. The group's motto is " unity and diversity," 
and their colors are emerald green and black . Emerald would 
represent vitality, while black would stand for the absence 
of color. One notable difference between Phi D and existing 
greeks would be the group's commitment to an alcohol-free 
environment. 
'he Case Of The Disappearing Sevs 
Annette Rawls 
'ruary 2, 1993 
~emember the good old days when a Big Gulp and a pack of butts 
·e a few short steps away, practically right outside your door? 
It was the way life ran back here at U.c. until mid-December of 
2, when our most important off-campus institution, the College-
e Seven-Eleven of Main Street ("Sevs," for true convenient con-
sseurs), shut its doors for good. 
After doing a little investigating, I found that the Southland 
Corporation, which owns all Seven-Eleven Stores, decided to close 
the Collegeville branch, as it was not doing well. There are several 
people interested in buying the property, including the borough 
itself. 
13 
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Studies Abroad 
Tonya Ugoretz under the larges t aqueduct in the world in Segovia, Spain 
Chris Heinzinger and fri end near casino in Monte Ca rlo 
Michele Winter in Sendai, Japan 
Dana Kushwara and friend outside Salzburg, Austria 
Monica Ardura in Chateau de Chambord, France 
Lynn Cunnane and friends in London, England 
Christine Conz in front of castle in Germany 
Michelle Winter in Segovia, Spain 
Jim Petch with one of his first Australian friends 
Through The Years • • • 
TO THE CLASS OF 1993: 
It seems like only yesterday when we arrived at Ursinus as scared little freshmen; 
and now here we are four years later, ready to challenge the world. 
T he Ursinus campus has gone through many changes in the past four years. In 
our freshman year we had five 3 credit courses, which changed in our sophomore 
year to four 4 credit courses that were definitely more challenging. We were also 
there when the Berman Art Museum opened, not only displaying the collection of 
Philip & Muriel Berman, but also hosting exhibitions throughout the year. The 
opening of Olin Hall and the renovation of the lower lounge in Wismer are several 
other changes that we experienced while we were at Ursinus. 
After years of effort the Ursinus College Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, Tau of Pa. 
was installed, adding to the prestige of our school. Phi Beta Kappa recognizes high 
academic achievement through established chapters at institutions of higher 
learning, and we can be proud to have a chapter at Ursinus. 
We were challenged by Ursinus, accepted that challenge; and because of our 
dedication and hard work, we can now go forth as better, intelligent adults. We can 
be confident that we will succeed in our chosen careers. 
I am proud to be a member of the Ursinus community and to know that you are 
too. 
May we always remain friends and cherish our memories forever. 
Good luck in the future. 
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Sincerely, 
TERI URBAN 
Senior Class President 
In Memory Of Teresa Urban 
(1971-1993) 
. 
.. 
r 
the kindes t word s ca n accurately defin e the bea uty that Teresa Lynn Urban radiated. 
r smile exuded love; her manneri sms, the pl easa nt ries of youth ; and her se nsitive th oughts 
I ideas were ones to make even the mos t modest people more humble. Teri's personality was 
iting. She wa s never with out a k ind word , and was constantl y interes ted in th e well -being of 
ers. Teri accompli shed all tha t God has deemed worthy of a hum an being in onl y 21 yea rs. 
rom a young age, Teri exhibited a love of dancing. She was persis tent (as with all else she 
fronted) for fourteen years mas tering it. N ever once did she brag of the dozens of trophies 
ng her room in Kingston, PA. One day in April of her junior yea r, she had to g ive an o ral 
sentation to her jazz class. Teri thought and thought (and talked and talked) of her re luctance 
.erform a dance routine in front of the class, because all the other students were planning to 
! ordinary speeches. Then, one day while suite 204 was in the mid s t of a " bonding" sess ion, 
i walked out wearing her white patent lea ther tap shoes. The Big Band sounds started in the 
kround , and she led us outside to the cement ground in o rder to get the full effect of th e tap 
es. We were amazed at the sight of her " hidden" talent. She drew a crowd laughing and 
auding her every move, asking for more. Teri got an " A" in Jazz. 
'e t, although Teri had an irres istibly playful side, she constantly ca rried the burden of 
lIships that were far beyond her years. She helped her wondrous mother ca re fo r Teri 's father 
was stricken with Alzheimer's di sease nea rly ten yea rs ago. The experi ences with her dad 
Ded shape the always thoughtful, courteous and " nothing is to be taken fo r g ranted" aspects 
reri that we all love. 
'eri was a fl ower of life. Her eyes ca ptured one of her g reates t loves, for they never stopped 
cing. As we have lea rned, life is short. Teri taught us tha t it is wha t you do with yourself that 
ters. She would no t want us to was te our tim e here on ea rth, for we will be together soon 
gh in heaven. Live each da y as she taught us, and always look within yourself to find her. 
home is in our hea rts now. She will never leave us. 
,oodnight, Teri . We love you. 
Andrea Branas 
Footprints 
One night a man had a dream. He was 
walking along the beach with the Lord. 
Across the sky flashed scenes from hi s life. 
For each scene, he noticed two sets of foot-
prints in the sand; one belonged to him, 
and the other to the Lord. 
When the last scene of his life flashed be-
fore him, he looked back at the footprint s 
in the sand. He noticed that many times 
along the path of his life there was only one 
set of footprints . He also noticed that it 
happened at the very lowest and saddest 
times in his life. 
This really bothered him and he questioned 
the Lord about it. "Lord , you said that once 
I decided to follow you, you'd walk with me 
all the way. But I have noticed that during 
the most troublesome times in my life, 
there is only one set of footprints. I don' t 
understand why when I needed you most 
you would leave me." 
The Lord replied, "My precious, precious 
child, I love you and I would never leave 
you. During your times of trial and suffer-
ing, when you see only one set of foot-
prints, it was then that I carried you." 
Introduction/ Dedication 17 
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Seniors 
20 Seniot6 
Jeffrey C. Andrews 
N orristown, P A 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Albert Antonello 
Pittston , PA 
Exercise and Sports Science 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Walter H. Andrews, IV 
York, PA 
Exercise and Sports Science 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
I spent 4 yrs prostrate to the higher minds-go t 
my paper & I was free! Maples = Clowns 
ILUM D 
Monica I. Ardura 
Sewaren, NJ 
Biology/ French 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Live in the present & make it so beautiful that it 
will be worth remembering Gracias Mom & 
Dad 
Michele L. Abruzzese 
Pottstown, PA 
Psychology 
Jennifer J. Angelo 
Hatfield, PA 
Exercise and Sports Science 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
When you ge t to the end of your rope, t ie a 
and hang on . Thanx Mom and Dad, I Lov 
Lisa E. Atkinson 
Duxbury, MA 
Biology 
Michael D. Baganski 
Warminster, PA 
Biology 
Anthony P. Barber 
Woodlyn, PA 
English 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
n another dream, th is dream is over. 
ks Mom & Dad I Love You APES Rule 
ks 702, 109, 302, 306, 208 
Audra Boettcher 
Newark, DE 
English 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
ppy the land that has no heroes, Thanks 
and Dad for being mine. I Love you! PIGS 
Jennifer Lee Baily 
Upper Darby, P A 
Biology 
Phi Alpha Psi 
I k now I will remember for longer than forever. 
Thanx for believing in me Mom & Dad IL Y 
PALS 
Rebecca Beacher 
Pt. Pleasant Beach, NJ 
Exercise and Sports Science 
Senta Bamberger 
Montoursvi lle, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Omega Chi 
From time to time noth ing worth knowing can 
be taught. Thanks Mom & Dad & Monica I 
LOVE YOU! 
Shah Bhavish 
Royersford, P A 
Seniors 21 
Amy Beth Bollenbacher 
Millville, P A 
Biology 
Omega Chi 
Success is a journey not a destination: CARPE 
DIEM MDC + M Thanks for being you ILU so 
much 
Mindy Gail Brandt 
Philadelphia, PA 
Anthropology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
The secret of life is enjoying the pa ssage of time 
Thanks Mom, Dad , and Ari 
Seniors 
Laurie Brager 
Randall s town, MD 
Biology 
It is not what you did or what you are, but 
rather what you will become that matters. 
Stephanie A. Briggs 
Philadelphia, PA 
Biology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
Hold on to what you have and not what you 
think is yours. Special thanks Mom, Dad & 
Patri ck 
Andrea Branas 
Mt. Laurel, NJ 
ESS/ Psychology 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Do not walk in front or behind me but be. 
me & just be my friend . I LUV U M &. 
Thanks! 204 PALS 
Diana A. Brown 
Freeport, NY 
Communication Arts 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
We know only where we've been after w 
turn! ML Love & Thanx, HB, Mom, Frank, 
D.B. 
Charlene Ann Bruno 
Norristown, P A 
Biology 
Omega Chi 
Though to health we've drank a 1000 times, 
time to ramble on. I love you Mom and 0 
Dennis M. Bubb 
Morristown, NJ 
Physics 
I have seen the eternal footman hold my 
and snicker,! And in shor t, I was afra id. 
:: lizabeth c. Buckenmyer 
Bethlehem, P A 
Communication Arts 
Phi Alpha Psi 
)u slide down the banister of life may the 
ter of success stick in your ass TM & D 
Richard James Camp 
McKee City, NJ 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
an only be understood backwards; But it 
be lived forwards . - Soren Klerkegaard 
Deborah Ann Butzbach 
Woodstown, NJ 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
A journey of a thousand miles begins with a 
single step. 
Beth Ann Carkner 
Castleton, NY 
Mathmatics 
It is cha nce that makes brothers but hearts that 
make friends. Thx Mom & Dad Love ya! 
Kimberly Ann Calabrese 
Gwynedd Valley, PA 
Communication Arts 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Our character is what we do when no one is 
looki ng. Thanx & I luv u Mom & Dad, PALS, 
MRP, Blair 
Donald Spencer Carter Jr. 
Woodbury, NJ 
English 
Beta Sigma Lamda 
Of all the words of deed or pen these are the 
saddes t of all it might have been John Whittier. 
Seniors 23 
Thomas Gerard Chester 
Aberdeen, NJ 
Applied Math/ Economics 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
N othing g rea t was ever achieved without en-
thusia s m. Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Deborah E. Collinge 
Phoenix, MD 
Mathmati cs 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
To love another person is to see the face of god . 
- Les Mi s. Thanks M & D NCSGK-I love you 
a ll! 
4 Seniors 
Allen Frank Clowers 
Glass boro, NJ 
Biology 
Delta Pi Sigma 
While u' re si ttin here doi n nothin , some 1 is 
practi cin & when u mee t up wi him he' ll bea t u. 
Christine E. Conz 
Dornsife , P A 
German 
Eugene G. Cavacini 
Warmin ster , PA 
Biology 
Zeta Chi 
The occupation which g ives a man the me 
sa ti sfa ctio n is mak ing money. Thanx Mom al 
S tacey 
Jonathan David Cole 
Moorestown, NJ 
Biology 
If there is magic on thi s planet , it is in water 
Loren Eise ley 
Carolyn Marie Cooper 
Pottstown , P A 
Biology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
I ca n fly higher than an eagle, you are the w 
beneath my wings- I love you M om and Di 
Kimberly A. Costino 
Audubon, NJ 
Engli sh 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
'e r close your lips to those to wh om you 
e opened yo ur hea rt. MD RP CD GJ - I love 
Lynn Marie Cunnane 
Lafayette Hill , PA 
English 
Phi Alpha Psi 
~ me these moments back. Fo r you Mom & 
, Thank you . PALS, 308 
Anthony Paul DeMichele 
G ladwyne, PA 
Politics 
Caroly n Cristofalo 
N ar berth , PA 
Anthropology/ Sociology 
Omega Chi 
Life' s Memo ries a re pleasa nt rewa rds for the 
future.-JD Thanx Mom, Dad, MJ LC HH and 
friends 
David A. Day 
Collegeville, PA 
Politi ca l Philosophy 
J' 
James A. Crowder, Jr 
Woodbury Heights, NJ 
Biology 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
To defy the laws of tradition is a crusade o nly of 
the brave .-L. Claypool 
Peter E. Deisley 
Oreland, P A, 
Economics and Business 
Admini stra ti on 
Sigma Ro Lambda 
Whan it ca me to one on one she thought I was 
the braves t man on Earth , which of course I am. 
Seniors 25 
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Stephen Reynolds Devlin 
Framingham, MA 
Politics 
Pi Omega Delta 
Jeffrey Edwin Eckerson 
Ocean City, NJ 
History 
Sigma Ro Lambda 
Our deeds follow us, and what we have been 
makes us what we are. William Shakespeare 
Jennifer Dorr 
Ocean City, NJ 
Psychology 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Let's go live in a tree hou se. Thanx Mom, Dad, 
John, Jacqui, James, Paul , Tim. Nvr 4get 204 
PALS-XO 
Claire Ann Erfle 
West Chester, PA 
Communication Arts, 
Phi Alpha Psi 
204, You've made these years the best of my life 
IL Y! Thx FA V! Thx so much, mom & Dad, IL Y! 
Steven W. Eck 
Allentown, PA 
Politics 
Zeta Chi 
It is unwi se to badger a badger. Walk straight Y 
Sheila 1. F aix 
Brookhaven, P A 
Anthropology/ Sociology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
Without mistakes we would never know or un W 
derstand the joy of success. IL Y Ma, Pa, J & L & " 
Bob 
Jason D. Fassett 
Langhorne, P A 
History/ Politics 
Delta Pi Sigma 
Lori Ann Fitton 
Wyomissing, P A 
Psychology 
best things in life aren 't things. Thanks to 
,ds, God, & family 
~my Gallagher Flemming 
Pitman, NJ 
:nglishl Communication Arts 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
H happy and you know it clap your hands! 
. and Dad, Thankd and I love you Arne 
Shiva Ghaffari 
Collegeville, PA 
Exercise and Sports Science 
Jodi P. Fosbenner 
Rutledge, P A 
Mathematics 
Omega Chi 
Can you tell me how to get to Sesame Street? 
You always have family! ILU -M & D-DCK 
Sassy lb Goo Ohi 
Patricia Lea Gilbert 
Mt. Laurel, NJ 
International Relations 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
You're on your own . And you know what you 
know. And YOU are the guy who'll decide 
where to go. Dr. Seuss 
Margaret L. Gavin 
Woodbridge, NJ 
English 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
. . . anything can happen, chi ld. Anything can 
be. -Shel Silverstein 
Reid Gilbert 
Langhorne, P A 
Mathematics 
Delta Pi Sigma 
Charles Barkley is the best player in the NBA 
bar none, sir!! Mom & Dad thanks! I love u! 
Seniors 27 
Amy B. Grazer 
Spring City, PA 
Politics 
Today is the first day of the res t of your life. 
Christopher P. Haines 
Churchville, PA 
Biology 
Pi Omega Delta 
But still try, for who knows what is possi ble. 
Thanks Mom/ Dad/ Tim, I love you Thanks 
POD 
Heather C. Groom 
Manahawkin, NJ 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Ralph Handy 
Philadelphia, PA 
Communication Arts 
Making it this far was the easy part , now comes 
the real tes t. I made it Mom! Luv ya Juju. 
Stacey Leigh Gold 
Pennsauken, NJ 
Communication Arts 
Phi Alpha Psi 
So before we end and then begin lets drinl 
toast to how its been. Thanks Mom & D. 
MRP, PALS 
Nicole DeLon Guthrie 
West Chester, P A 
French 
Timothy J Hannigan 
Schwenksville, PA 
Psychology 
Pi Omega Delta 
Min He 
Trappe, PA 
momics/ Business Admini stration 
Maureen M. Heisinger 
Woodbury, NJ 
Politics 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
~ is my silence. Stars brighten my mind 
larkness fades each day. Thanks Mom Dad 
Ids 
Ryan Jacoby 
Orwigsburg, P A 
Politics 
Alpha Phi Omega 
rite a book on how to fail and it's a suc-
m I a failure?? Viva La Roach! 
Christopher Bruce Heinzinger 
River Edge, NJ 
Economics/ Business Admini stration 
Delta Mu Sigma 
Time to move on, no regrets, testing all the 
boundaries of life. I -Demas Thanks Mom & 
Dad 
Stephanie Adair Hicks 
Warwick, NY 
Psychology 
Omega Chi 
it' s not the game, it 's how you play-M. O 'Chi 
sis ters, family & friends-LOVE Y A-MEAN IT! 
Lindsay Heiser 
Marlton, NJ 
English 
Thanks for you r suppor t-Bartles & James 
Mom, Dad, " the Fam", Dee, the Makoids, & 204 
gi rl s-" the fav" 
Jay w. Jackson 
Cheshire, CT 
English 
Alpha Phi Omega 
A stumble sometimes prevents a fall.-T. Fuller 
Thx Mom & Dad, Lee & Greg. IL Y KAL' 5 & 
Done 
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Jennifer Ann Janco 
Philadelphia, PA 
Biology 
Sa ti sfaction doesn ' t come from indu lgence or 
sa tiety, but from achievement. I did it! 
Sherrod A. Jones 
Rochester, NY 
History 
Omega Chi 
I'd love to stay and dance with you, but I just 
don ' t have the time. ERGO. OK Then. 0 CHI! 
Dwayne A. Javier 
Edi son , NJ 
Econom ics/Busi ness Ad mini s tra tion 
We gotta get out while were young ca use 
tramps like us, baby we were born to run . 
Terri Kauzlarich 
Falls Church, VA 
EcBa 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
You Ca n ' t always ge t what you want but you 
just might find what you need Thx 640 & JT 
Zhiwei Jiang 
Shanghai, China 
Mathematics/ Computer Science 
George W. Kern, V 
Glenmoore, P A 
International Relations 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Robert F. Kester 
Aston, PA 
Chemistry 
We know what we are but we know not " 
we may be. Shakespeare Thanks Mom & I 
Janet Kintz 
Raubsville, PA 
Biology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
ity is the bes t fantasy of all. 
Krystyna Kiwak 
Downingtown, P A 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
n thoughts and happy memories keep 
ds close in hear t. 
Henry M. Komansky 
Wildwood Crest, NJ 
Politics 
Alpha Phi Omega 
empires of the future are the empires of the 
:I. Thx Mom & Dad, Friends-4.5 
Vanessa Jo Klingensmith 
Selinsgrove, Pa 
English 
A faithful s tudy of the liberal arts humanizes 
character & permits it not to be cruel. OVID 
Jason Michael Komasz 
Linwood, NJ 
Biology 
Sigma Ro Lambda 
Seems like only yesterday, I left my mind be-
hind. -Bob Dylan 
Thomas R. Koester 
Collegeville, P A 
Physics 
Today is the tomorrow we worried about yester-
day 
Evelyn D. Kousoubris 
Lancaster, PA 
Polital Science 
live life to its fulles t by your standards, not 
theirs . . . Thanks Mom, Dad, Phil -I love you! 
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Stephanie Ann Kromer 
W hitehall , PA 
Biology 
Phi Alpha Psi 
So long ... where I'm bound , I ca n' t tell. Bob 
D ylan 110ve you M om, Dad , Sissy LaLa & PALS 
Beth Anne Laskowski 
Huntingdon Valley, PA 
Engli sh 
T au Sig ma Gamma 
So wha t else . .. is tha t it? I love you Mom a nd 
Dad , Dawn, AI , Meg, Ec, PI GS! 
Scott Kenneth Kusant 
Stockton , NJ 
Hi s to ry 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
You k now a drea m is li ke a ri ve r ever chang in' 
as it fl ows - - - Ga rth Brooks 91 Tha n ks Mom & 
Dad 
Gaela Latour 
Amherst, MA 
Psychology 
Ilona M. Kovacs 
H ights town, NJ 
Biology 
Pa ti ence and passage of time do more t 
s trength and fu ry . 
Dana Lynn Kushwara 
W arminster, PA 
Internati onal Relati ons 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Unders tand the voice wi thi n and fee l a cha 
already begin . Mom, Dad , Jay, fr iends , Lu 
all ! 
P. Randall Leiser 
Stratford , NJ 
Economics & Business 
Admini s tration 
Pi Rho Lambda 
We ca n' t alter the wind, but we can tri m 
sa il s to fit the course. Than ks Mom, Dad 
Mark 
Michael P. Levengood 
Lebanon, PA 
Engli sh 
Alpha Phi Omega 
ds are the eves of time. Than ks fo r every-
Mom and Dad 
Christian X. Loeb 
Abecon, NJ 
nternat 'l Relations & Poli ti cs 
r say if can ' t be done or you might di stu rb 
erson who's doi ng it. Thanx MDVP & R. 
Megan A. Love 
Sewell, NJ 
Psychology 
Phi Alpha Psi 
eve Child ren are the Futu re- teach them 
Love you-XOXO M om, Dad, R, B, L T, 
204, PALS 
Kristin Amy Link 
Blue Bell , PA 
Biology 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Only God is in a pos ition to look down on 
anyone- thx Mom, Dad, John-IL Y Jay 205 H2 
PAL$4EVER 
Gregory Loftus 
Vineland , N.J . 
Communica tion Arts 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Don' t wait fo r your ship to come in , row out 
and mee t it 
Wesley Lipshultz 
Mt. Penn, PA 
Psychology 
And I swam with the moon and her lover unt il I 
los t s ight of the land-Sting 
David John Long 
Myerstown, PA 
Computer Science/ Mathmati cs 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
You ca n 't be king of the world if you' re a s lave 
to the g rind . Thanks Mom and Dad! 
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Gretchen Ann MacMurray 
Oreland, PA 
Communication Arts/Politics 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Paourmp! Bernadetteoutat 3 Salty Sea Urchin Er 
Ee Discoberfs 302 tuds 90210 or OG Lah & 
Brandy Thanks Dad 
Heather Maillett 
Annapolis, MA 
Political Science 
Omega Chi 
Paul J. Madson 
Wrightstown , NJ 
Economics & Business 
Adminis tration 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Victory begins by being equipped for the con-
tes t. It all s tarts in the heart. 
Denise Marie Makoid 
Gilbertsville, PA 
Engli sh/ Education 
Cherish yesterday live today and dream tomor-
row. Thanks Mom, Dad, Jeff, and Linds I love 
you. 
Amy Maguire 
Upper Darby, PA 
Biology 
Keith Matthew Mandia 
Downington, PA 
Politics 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Believe me, there is nothing wor th ha lf 
much, as simply messing around. Thanks A 
M&D 
Scott A. Manz 
Collegeville, PA 
Biology 
Del ta Mu Sigma 
Thanx M om & Pops 1-Demas Never stop sn 
ing, live fast, die young, leave a good look 
corpse. 
Samuel I. Marshall 
Ocean Springs, MS 
Phys ics 
Cristin L. McCullough 
Potts town, PA 
English 
Marcella Doretha McRae 
Spring Ci ty, PA 
Politics 
dream come true! Thanks to my fa mily and 
ends for their love & support especially to 
ittany! 
Elizabeth Ann McDonald 
Flemington, NJ 
English/ Communica tion Arts 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Believe me when I tell ya baby we've just begun. 
Mom, Dad, Dan, Sk- Thx 4 everything IL Y 
PALS 
Lauren Julia Medica 
Philadelphia, PA 
Engli sh 
Omega Chi 
They say life and reality begin after college 
ends-but I say Why sober up? IL Y M DBC O N E 
OCH!! 
Lauren M. McGee 
Collegeville, PA 
International Relations 
Megan Ameli Mendte 
Lansdale, PA 
Communication Arts 
Phi Alpha Psi 
We want it 2last 4vr-we know it nvr wi ll & the 
g-byes make it harder s till. Thx Mom & Dad! 
PALS! 
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Melisa K. Miller 
Robbinsville, NJ 
Biology 
I want perfection gi ve me success make it go 
faster I'll take the best. Thanks Mom, Dad & 
Bra 
Karen Moran 
Harleysville, P A 
Psychology 
Michael L Mondeaux 
Holland, PA 
Biology 
Pi Omega Delta 
Practice is over. Take A chance before it ' s too 
late. Thanx Mom, Dad, MLM, TLS- Love You. 
Denise Laure Moretz 
Landsdale, P A 
English 
Phi Alpha Psi 
The bes t thing about the future is that it only 
comes one day at a time. Thanx M & D-Luv U. 
PALS 
Matthew T. Miller 
Phoenixville, P A 
Hi story 
Zeta Chi 
Good judgement comes from experience, w 
comes from poor judgement. Zeta Chi and , 
in. 
Debra Ann Moore 
Philadelphia, P A 
Sociology 
Your time has come to sh ine. All your dre 
are on their way-S & G I love you MOR t 
Roseanne Moser 
Bechtelsville, PA 
Applied Math/ Economics 
Phi Alpha Psi 
I don ' t know where I'm going, but I'm on 
way. I love u & thank u mom , GrandpoJ 
PALS 
Tina Moukoulis 
Phoenixville, P A 
International Rela tions 
that [ am [ will not deny-loan of Arc 
Reed Nichols 
Levittown, PA 
Hi story 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
,ur year vaca tion is over Thanx Mom Dad 
mes smell you later Go Left Apes 702 #61 
Carlos Rene Ortega 
West Chester, PA 
Biology 
Pi Omega Delta 
I caught mei n a coma there's just 1 thing 
be said say hello to heaven CHUPAR SR. 
John Jay Myers 
Royersford, P A 
Biology 
Jennifer Marie O'Connor 
Southhampton, PA 
Biology 
Omega Chi 
All tha t [ am, and all tha t [ hope to be [ owe to 
you. [ love you M om and Dad 
Richard A. Naratil 
Phoenixvi lle, P A 
Communication Arts 
Zeta Chi 
[t is a terri ble thing to come to your senses and 
find out you haven 't any peace. Up Yo 
Todd Kevin Odgers 
Havertown, P A 
Politics 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Satisfaction is where improvement ends. Apes-
Go Left-702. Good Luck! Thanks Mom & Dad 
[LY 
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Naimish Pandya 
Royersford, P A 
Biology 
James L Petch 
Lehighton, PA 
Ph i losoph y / Religion 
Alpha Phi Omega 
You ca n' t live life too morally, or you' ll chea t 
yourself out of too much fun . -Maude 
Judy Park 
Philadelphia, PA 
Biology 
Kathrin N. Phillips 
Huntington, NY 
Engli sh 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Never turn a criti ca l eye on your pa st- Ibsen . 
Mom, Dad, John , Steve, I love you . Okay kid . 
Stacia L Pellegrino 
Cinnaminson, NJ 
Communication Arts 
These are the times to remember ca use they 
not las t forever. Love ya Mom, Dad, 308, M 
Nicole E. Plante 
N ewtown, PA 
International Relation s 
Carl A. Price Jr. 
Haddonfield, NJ 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Sigma Ro Lambda 
Do unto others as they will do unto you ... 
do it to them first. -Se thanx Mom, Dad 
friend s 
Teresa Marie Propato 
Ardsley, PA 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
tters not what you are thought to be, but 
you are. Thanks Mom, Dad, R & P I Love 
Dana Marie Pugliese 
Toms River, NJ 
Politics 
Omega Chi 
any, villanous company hath been the 
)f me. True friends sparkle. Luv Ya Mom, 
Maria Elizabeth Rojas 
Harleysville, P A 
Politics 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
the time that we need to share, so find 
If we're on our way back home. Thanks 
PIGS 
Sean P. Reilly 
Collingswood, NJ 
Mathematics/ EcBa 
Pi Omega Delta 
Be like Jesus, love urn all Pop Pop Huge thanks 
to my Mom & Dad True Friends LJM CRO 
CHUPAR D7 
Jamie Roseman 
Philadelphia, PA 
Chemistry 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
We leave behind a bit of ourselves wherever we 
have been. Thanks Mom/ Dad and Friends! 
Keith Reim 
T elford , PA 
Economics & Busi ness 
Administration 
Matt Rubsam 
Green Bank, NJ 
Politics 
Oh what a long strange trip it 's been. Thanks 
Mom. 
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Kelly Robin Savage 
Great Falls, VA 
Psychology 
Omega Chi 
Smile, it makes the world a brighter place. 
Thanks Mom, Dad , family, O 'Chi & fri end s. I 
Love U All . 
Louisa Schlee 
Falmouth , MA 
Psychology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Spring is here again , tender age in bloom he 
knows not what it mea ns 
Shannon Alexis Savidge 
Tiverton, RI 
Exercise and Sports Science 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
When I'm by myself nobody else ca n say good-
bye E. Brickell Thanks 201 Tau Sig I Love You 
MD 
Arleen J. Seamon 
Collegeville, P A 
In terna tiona I Rela tions 
Anthony Saravanos 
Clearwater, FL 
EcBa/ Spani sh 
Pi Omega Delta 
Wherever you are, it is your own fri ends" 
make your world-Will James/Thanks to 
family. 
Jennifer Lee Scheffler 
Bath, PA 
Politics 
Phi Alpha Psi 
You ca n close your eyes to rea lity but no 
memo ries. Thanks IL Y Mom, Dad, Scot 
PALS! 
Jesse D. Searfoss 
Mohnton, PA 
Politics 
Alpha Phi Omega 
It is poss ible to live the good life when you 
inspired by love and guided by knowledge 
Peter G. Senescu 
Highland , NY 
_conomics & Bus iness Adm . 
Delta Mu Sigma 
Hetal V. Shroff 
Philadelphia, P A 
Biology 
'uture belongs to those who believe in the 
, of thei r d rea ms." 
Christian P. Sockel 
Mohnton, PA 
Hi story 
blic of medi ocrit y, geniu s is da nger-
G. Ingersoll 
Angela M. Sharkey 
Ches tertown, MD 
Psychology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
As you g row and as you see, don' t be tempted 
by the Crick le-Crack T ree. 
Linda Cheryl Sisz 
Columbus, NJ 
Economics & Business 
Admini stra tion 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
What li es behind us & what li es before us are 
tiny matters com pa red to wha t lies with in us. 
Marcia Shoemaker 
Trappe, PA 
Stephanie Snow 
Englishtown, NJ 
Engli sh 
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Robin Stankiewicz 
Toms River , NJ 
International Relations 
"Friends are frie nds fo rever, a lifeti me's not too 
long to live as friend s." Michael W . Smith 
Peter Staz 
Lewisberry, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Believe in yourself even when no one else does. 
Thanks for everything Mom & Dad . 
Erica Ann Starr 
Westminster, MD 
Biology 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Life is a garden. It grows and blooms and 
changes with th e seaso ns . Far ewell pa s t 
seasons. 
Lisa Straw 
York, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Our days at Ursinus won' t las t forever, but 
thanks to you, they'll be times to remember! 
Sarah Anne Starr 
Camp Hill, P A 
English 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Alf Nerd Gert PAOURMP! Cheese 302 Bch f 
TURFOG-LUTHER 80s Burly Berf & Bran 
Cya SQUIDS Bren & Kel Pals TMJ 
William J. Strimel 
Ridley Park, P A 
Biology 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
"Walk tall, or baby don ' t walk at all."-B 
Thanks Mom, Dad, and everyone who got I 
through. 
Muhammed Shahid Sultan 
Brigantine, NJ 
English 
"Shake your hands and good luck, it's a m, 
mad world!" Tom Cochrane-Thanks Mom tI 
Dad. 
Ellen Ruth Sylvester 
Hopewell , NJ 
Engli sh 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Ike a living by what we ge t, but we make 
oy what we give. - Norma n MacEwan 
Richard C. T arr II 
Carthage, NY 
ternational Rela tions/ Politics 
e ca n make yo u feel inferio r witho ut your 
It. 
Scott Taylor 
Pennsa uken, NJ 
munica tion Arts/Engli sh 
Chi Rho Psi 
limits to our dreams of tomorrow are 
bts of today. Thi s degree is for my 
Richard Stephen Tawadros 
King of Pruss ia, PA 
Biology 
I ca n do a ll things through chri st which 
s trentheneth me. Philippians 4:13 
Christopher N. Tracanna 
Wynnewood, P A 
Economics 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Jennifer Lynn Taylor 
Delta, PA 
Politics 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Courage is resis tance to fear , mas tery of fear , 
not absence o f fear. Thanx M & D, MM , R, T & 
L. 
Scott T. Trzaska 
Mercerville, NJ 
Chemistry 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
Great spirits have always encountered violent 
opposition from mediocre minds. -Einstein 
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Tonya Lynn Ugoretz 
Marlton Lakes, NJ 
International Relations/ Spanish 
Phi Alpha Psi 
"Try not; Do, or do not. There is no try, only do. 
HMMM"-Yoda Thanx Mom & Dad PALS H2 
K'ILYl 
Margaret A. Wade 
Norristown, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Phi Alpha Psi 
When fate closes the door come in through the 
window Thanx Mom Dad Jess Ang Baggy 308 
PALS 
Kristin Marlane Ullrich 
Philadelphia, PA 
International Relations/ French 
Phi Alpha Psi 
"Thi s will all soon be but a happy memory." I 
love you Mom Dad Dave 205 Hobson PALS 
Forever 
Tara Christine Walton 
Perkiomenville, PA 
Biology 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Even as we dream we begin to succeed; even as 
we succeed we begi n to drea m again. Thanx CP 
Megumi Uchiyama 
Kanagawa-ken, Japan 
Psychology 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
You ca nnot fight agai nst the future. Time i 
our side. W . W. Gladstone 
Teresa L. Urban 
Kingston, P A 
Biology 
Phi Alpha Psi 
The best way to make yourself happy i 
make someone else happy. IL Y Mom Dad 
& Nan 204 & PALS 
Adam Watson 
Moorestown, NJ 
Mathematics 
Delta Pi Sigma 
David H. Weiss 
Horsham, PA 
International Relations 
he world the best you have & the best will 
back to you . To my family-Thanks. ILU 
Dielle L. Williams 
Erdenheim, PA 
Psychology 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
leave them laughing when you say 
re. Thanks & IL Y DMDTT Tau Sig 
; Forever 
Michael C. Young 
Havertown, PA 
Economics & Business 
Administration 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Douglas H. West 
Chester Springs, PA 
Economics & Busi ness 
Administration 
If "All men are created equal ," will the " Rub-
bish" recognize virtue? 
Michele Winter 
Massapequa Park, NY 
Spanish 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
A woman without a man is like a fish without a 
bicycle 2 my family, my support, Thanks IL Y 
Rocco Whitton 
Norristown, P A 
Biology 
Be true to yourself and you will never fall . 
Thanks M om and Dad! 
Amy M. Yeakel 
Macungie, Pa 
Biology 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
If you don' t risk anything you risk even more! 
F4EDMS IL Y MDEHDMS GO PIGS! 
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Christopher B. Zartman 
Hatfield , PA 
Chemistry 
Alpha Phi Omega 
I just keep tryin ' ta ge t a littl e better sa id a little 
better than before. Thanks M & 0 Kim APO 
Not Pictured: 
Brent Baldasare 
Linwood, NJ 
Exercise and Sports Medici ne 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
SUCCESS is simply a matter of luck-ask any 
FAILURE I luv U-Mom, NA, COOL, Li sa 
702/ 208 PALS 
Eric Hemberger 
Lansdale, P A 
Exerci se and Sports Science 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
The tempta tion of the fee ling provokes the 
emotion . I love U Mom-Dad-Thanks. B.B & 
APE & 702 & 80K=??? 
Agostino Ingraldi 
Bridgeton , NJ 
Biology 
Alpha Phi Omega 
For a man to help others with all his gifts and 
native s trength : that is the noblest wo rk. 
Michael J. O'Donnell 
Earlville, PA 
EcBa 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
" It 's amazi ng how much you need to lea rn be-
fore you rea lize how much you need to know." 
Stacey M. Zeller 
Warminster, PA 
Communication Arts 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Warren Strouse 
Jefferson ville, P A 
Economics and Business Administratio 
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Remember those childi sh orientation ga mes? 
Here's Ba bette! 
-Deb & Kim - best buddies Kris squared 
Yo, Z-man! 
Yo, dude! Steve, what 's that happy look for? 
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I'm sweater-head and I'm crazy - now give me some ca ndy! 
Presenting Rick the Mummy 
Hev. Tanva! 
Steph - arrested for cow-tipping again? 
Look, Lindsay's got a bright idea! 
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Andrea - carrot fettis h ? 
e 
Alice in Wonderland captured by the APES greasers 
I 
I 
t 
\ 
.:.... 
Toes up! Hypnoti zed again, Mega n ? 
Good night , Yucky. Quad bonding from freshman year 
. " .. ~. , :.:",. 
Hank and Petch, isn' t Homecoming just so cool? Would anyone like some international delight? 
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Faculty 
Administratiol 
Richard P. Richter, M .A. L.L.D. 
President 
John D. Pilgrim, Ph.D. Hudson B. Scattergood, M.B.A. 
V.P. for Finance and Planning V.P. for College Relations 
t::. £.. 1: ........... 1&. ... 
William E. Akin, Ph.D 
V.P. for Academic Affairs 
Dean of College 
Annette V. Lucas, Ph.D. 
Asst. Dean of College 
Director of Liberal Studies 
J. Houghton Kane, J.D. 
Dean of Student Life 
Richard J. Whatley, M.5. 
Assoc. Dean of Student Life 
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Administrative Staff 
Admissions Office: (L to R), Baumeis ter, Carter, Thomas, Rodenberger, Mulroy, and 
Pinter. 
College Relations: Front Row (L to R), K. Schaefer, M. Dewane. Back Row (L to R), J. 
Sherman, D. Sherman, S. Widman, B. Allen, and S. Heacock. 
58 Faculty 
Business Office: (L to R), Bowman, Chylack, Mahoney, Sivieri , Wlock, Kreisl 
Davidson, and March. 
Studio Cottage: (L to R), Korenkiewicz, Oehlert, Landi s, Rinde, Mancuso, and Cn 
zenberg. 
Financial Aid Office: (L to R), Waite, Sparrow, Keebler, and Milligan. 
I Library: (L to R), D . Malone, J. Fryer, C. Jami son, and D. Mill. 
,nce Life Office: Front Row (L to R), D. Nolan, K. Taylor, and L. Manz; Back 
L to R), T . McKinney and R. Whatley. 
ing Education: (L to R), J. Nace, R. Sprague, K. Lacy, J. Lange, M. Quinlan, S. 
Berman Museum: (L to R), L. Barnes, J. McLaughlin, and N . Fago. 
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Right: Looking out to Main Street 
through the Gateway. 
Anthony 0 .1. Branker, M.M. 
Music 
Barry N. Bowers, c.P.A. 
Economics/ Business 
Richard DiFeliciantonio, M.A. 
Admissions 
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Douglas McD. Cameron, Ph .D. 
Modern Languages 
Carol M. Dole, Ph.D. 
English 
Faculty 
Catherine A. Chambliss, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
J {Ip,/ 
.: .. . j 
Shirley K. Eaton, Ph .D. 
Modern Languages 
Paull . Bashus, Ph.D. 
Physics 
Toshiko Bell 
Modern Languages 
Andrew 1. Economopoulos 
Economics 
ileen M England, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
George C. Fago, Ph.D 
Psychology 
,tewart C. Goetz, Ph.D. 
Philosophy 
eith J. Hardman, Ph.D. 
Philosophy 
Juan Espadas, Ph.D. 
Modern Languages 
Mary B. Fields, Ph.D. 
Biology 
Patricia A. Gross 
Education 
'i(" 
f 
John H. French, M.M. 
Music 
Nancy L. Hagelgans, Ph.D. 
Math/ Computer Science 
Steven C. Gilbert, M.s. 
ESS 
Colette T. Hall , Ph.D. 
French 
Above: A student goes about his lab 
work. Left: Students take a break in be-
tween classes while enjoying the last 
summer days. 
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II 
I 
Ronald E. Hess, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
I 
Joyce T. Lionarons, Ph.D. 
English 
Jeffery A. Hughes, Ph.D. 
Biology 
James LoBue, Ph.D . 
Chemistry 
Richard D. King, Ph.D. Bernard F. Lentz, Ph.D. 
History Economics 
William J. Middleton, Ph .D. Jay K. Miller, Ph.D. 
Chemistry Comm. Arts 
Lucia C. R. Murphy, M.B.A. 
Economics/ Business 
Douglas Nagy, Ph.D. 
Physics 
Jeffrey W. Neslen, Ph.D. Frances Claire Novack, Ph. 
Mathematics French 
minic V. O'Brien, Ph.D. 
Education 
tance Warren Poley, B.5. 
ESS 
oyden S. Price, D.Ed. 
Education 
iy Karl Schultz, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
Heather M. O'Neill, Ph .D. 
Economics 
Andrew C. Price, Ph.D. 
Chemistry 
Kenneth D. Richardson, Ph.D. 
Psychology 
Catherine Shelton 
Anthro/Sociology 
Above: Students get together after classes to ca tch up on the lates t news. 
Below: Dr. R. Dawley oversees the Bio lab in the Evansburg State Park. 
Bruce E. Rideout, Ph.D. ]ahangier, Saleh, Ph.D. 
Psychology Economics 
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II 
I 
Not Pictured: 
J. Agostinelli, A.c. Allen, 
J. Barth, N . Berry, R. Boe-
kenkamp, L. Borsdorf, A. 
Boyd , R . BreMiller , F. 
Brinkmann, K. Caruso, P. 
Chlad, H . Clark, R . 
Clouser, R. Coleman, R. 
Coletta, V. Coli, M . Con-
nor, M . Corrigan, J. Czu-
baroH, C. Dahl, N . David, 
R. Davidson, E. Dawley, R. 
Dawley, R. Doughty, G. 
Fitzpatrick, K. Fry-Nicker-
son, J. Fryer, T. Gallagher, 
K. Goddard, T. Grant, V. 
Gros, C. Harris, C. Hem-
phill, J. Henry, S. Hood, N. 
Hughes, C. Inoue, C. Ja-
mison, P. Jessup, M. Kel-
ley, R. Kelley, B. Luttcher; 
M. McMahon, D. 
McManus, D . Mill , D . 
Monheit, E. Moore, P. Nix-
on, R. Oboler, P. Perreten, 
N. Rojas, W. Rosenthal, P. 
Schroeder, N. Shaw, J. Si-
die, P. Stern, V. Tortorelli, 
D. Visser, D. Vitaglione, T. 
Wailgum, T. Xaras 
Jon Volkmer, Ph.D. 
English 
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Jane P. Shinehouse, P.T. 
Biology 
Peter F. Small, Ph.D. 
Asst. Dean/ Biology 
Donna B. Van Dusen, M .A. 
Comm. Arts 
John M . Wickersham, Ph.D . 
Classics 
John W . Shuck, Ph .D. 
Mathematics 
Keith A. Strunk, M.F.A. 
Comm. Arts 
Matthew J. Slagter, M.A 
Classical Studies 
Above: Taking advantage of the warm weather, a class takes its lecture au 
epartments 
~y Dept.-Front Row (L to R): J. Shinehouse, M. Fields, F. Heidel; Back Row: J. 
P. Small, E. Dawley, J. Hughes, R. Dawley, A. C. Allen, K. Goddard 
Imics Dept.- 1st Row (L to R): H. O 'Neill; 2nd Row: B. Lentz, J. Saleh, C. 
;, S. Rapp, L. Murphy, B. Bowers; 3rd Row: A. Economopoulos 
and Computer Science Dept. (L to R): R. Bremiller, J. Shuck, R. 
lan, J. Neslen, V. Coli, P. Jessup, N. Hagelgans, M. Connor 
Communication Arts Dept. (L to R): N . Hughes, K. Fry Nickerson, D. Van Dusen, K. 
Strunk, J. Czubaroff, J. Henry 
Education Dept. (L to R): P. Gross , S. Calvin, D. O 'Brien, R. Price 
Politics Dept.- Front Row (L to R): P. Stern, E. Moore; Back Row: S. Hood, J. Kane, G. 
Fitzpatrick, N. Berry 
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Greeks 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
I'm a pledge of Sigma Nu 
More humble I can' t be 
For there is nothing I won' t do 
To show my loyalty 
If perchance to disobey 
I would rather die 
Than to see a salty tear 
Fall sister from your eye 
Each year Alpha Sigma Nu participates in several services. This 
year we have participated in the haunted house for Trinity Church, 
the Red Cross Blood-Drives, visits to Montgomery Co. Geriatric and 
Rehabilitation Center an annual Easter Egg Hunt at Trinity Church, 
and fund raising for the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation. 
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President: Maureen Heisinger 
Vice President: Denise Meckley 
Treasurer: Mindy Brandt 
Secretary: Michele W inter 
Service Chairperson: Kirsten Becker 
Social Chair Victoria Mitchell 
ISC Representative: Janet Kintz 
Historian: Sheila Faix 
Rush Chair: Kim Schaninger 
Parliamentarian: Jen Norris 
Fund raisers: Mindy Brandt, Megan Noyes 
Pledgemistresses: Kim Schaninger, Janet Kintz 
Opposite page, lop: Sig N u Seniors sha re 
a moment 
This page, lop: Sig Nu parties at Reimer t 
This page, bollom: Sisters Forever! 
Sophia Artis, Kris Becker, Mindy Brandt, Stephanie Briggs, Carolyn 
Cooper, Debby DiChiara, Sheila Faix, Christine Getty, Maureen 
Heissinger, Monica Houser, Mingming Huang, Janet Kintz, Denise 
Meckley, Denise Miller, Vicky Mitchell, Jennifer Norris, Megan 
Noyes, Kim Schanginger, Ellie Stutzman, Megumi Uchiyama, Ni-
cola Wills, Michele Winter 
-
I 
I: 
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Kappa Delta Kappa 
The goals set by the founding sisters of Kappa Delta Kappa have 
been achieved and maintained. The sorority embodies unity and 
respect for all . Our symbols, the scales, dove and rose, stand for 
justice, purity, and beauty. The colors green and gold represent 
friendship and truth . Kappa Delta Kappa participates in various 
activities throughout the year including mixers, sister parties, activi-
ties for the campus, and the fruit basket drive at the end of each 
semester period. 
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President: Peggy Gavin 
Vice-President: Monica Ardura 
Treasurer: Linda Sisz 
Recording Secretary: Kathy Hoffman 
Corresponding Secretary: Lisa Luck 
Alumni Secretary: Deb Butzbach 
Social Chairpersons: Ann Sharkey, Kelly Crowers 
Party Chairpersons: Louisa Schlee, Kate Phillips 
Sargeant at Arms: Heather Groom 
Chaplin: Debbie Collinge 
Historian: Heather Reed 
Pledgemistresses: Amy Fleming, Abby Rosenbaum 
Songmistress: Nancy Costello 
ISC Representative: Lori Fitton 
Service Chairperson: Brenda Dreyling 
Opposite page, top left : Peggy, Lisa and 
Lori smile for a candid 
Opposite page, bottom right: Bid night! 
This page, top: 1992 pledgeclass on the 
the steps of Berman 
This page bottom: Sisters fall dated at 
Spectators 
Members: Lisa Atkinson, Ampano Espadas, Patty Febbo, Monica 
Norris, Teresa Propato, Jamie Roseman, Erica Starr, Ellen Sylvester, 
Diana Brown, Liz Wilde, Susan Winters, Jennifer Hagerty, Jennifer 
Taylor, Cari Thornton, Ivana Bukosky, Patricia Gilmour, Krystyna 
Kiwak, Melissa Mscichowski 
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Omega Chi 
~rsinus 
" It's the sparkle of O 'Chi as they go by, the sound of happiness as 
it rings high and these are the things I found , in this sorority and 
these are the things I'll cherish for all eternity. So, give me a cheer 
Omega Chi, loyal and sound, and give me the sisters I know to hold 
me bound. For I have found my place, among the red and white, and 
I know for sure, that they give me the light!" 
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President: Lauren Medica 
Vice President: Jodi Fosbenner 
Treasurer: Senta Bamberger 
ISC Representative: Kelly Savage 
Social Chairpersons: Amy Bollenbacher, Dana Pugliese 
Corresponding Secretaries: Carolyn Cristofalo, Esther Bang, 
Olimpia Farina 
Recording Secretary: J en O 'Connor 
Pledge mistresses: Stephanie Hicks, Leigh Woolston 
Historian: Susan 1m 
Chaplin-Parliamentarian: Carolyn Cristofalo 
Fund Raisers: Theresa Carbine, Lori Galletto 
Keepers of The Keg: Charlene Bruno, Sherrod Jones, Heather 
Maillett, Heather Colvin 
Keepers of The Tunes: Amy Barrett, Theresa Carbine 
Opposite page, top right: O 'Chi pledges 
going to line-up 
Opposite page, top left: "Give me a cheer 
Omega Chi!" 
This page, top: Partying the O 'Chi way! 
This page, middle right: Leigh, Sherrod, 
Heather, Cristina. 
Members: Stacey Boegly, Juju Allen, Cristina Manes, Melody Pear-
son, Kim Roussin, Kristen Baldini, Kelly Borton, Dana Davino, Jen 
Diamond, Stacey Doxman, Monica Figueroa, Amanda Finch, Leigh 
Friesen, Kathy Kane, Amy Landis, Kate Laubach, Molly McLean, 
Joanne Montgomery, Michele Pietrantonio, Nikole Popowich, Re-
becca Strawbridge, Jen Vass, Deb Williamson, Elaine Zelley 
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Phi Alpha Psi 
~.,. .. ~ 
Virginia Albright came to Ursinus in 1907 with two friends and 
organized the first sorority on campus. The colors blue and gold 
were chosen to represent Supremacy. The white rose is the sorority's 
flower. The greek motto stood for truth, friendship, and sisterhood. 
From 1913 to 1929, Phi Psi disbanded. In 1929 Phi Alpha Lamda was 
organized. The word PALS was derived from the name of the soror-
ity, and it stands for personality, ambition, loyalty and scholarship. 
In 1950, Phi Alpha Lambda combined with Phi Psi to form Phi 
Alpha Psi. The ideals of the sorority were the same. Since that time, 
the sisters of Phi Alpha Psi have continued to keep the original goals 
set back in 1907. 
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President: Kristen Link 
Vice President: Kris Ullrich 
Treasurer: Roseanne Moser 
ISC Representative: Beth Buckenmeyer 
Recording Secretary: Stacey Gold 
Corresponding Secretaries: Denise Moretz, Jenn Scheffler 
Pledgemistresses: Kim Calabrese, Sarah Starr 
Social Chairpersons: Megan Love, Andrea Branas 
Party Chairpersons: Sue Law, Megan Mendte 
Fundraisers: Jenn Dorr, Jen Simmons 
Historians: Joy O 'Grady, Kelly Henderson 
Keeper of the Tunes: Manya duHoffman 
Chaplain: Gretchen MacMurray 
Sentinels: Tonya Ugoretz, Teri Urban 
Advisor: Barbara Boris 
Opposite Page, top right: Gretchen and 
Sarah exemplify our Ursinus Mainten-
ence men 
Opposite page, bottom: Megan, Claire, 
and Jenn, PALS forever! 
This page, middle right: Kristen and Kris 
President and Vice-President 
Members: Jen Baily, Lynn Cunnane, Claire Erfle, Steph Kromer, 
Dana Kushwara, Liz Mc Donald, Meg Wade, Hope Arroliga, Shan-
non Davis, Laura Devlin, Christie Gamble, Sara Jacobson, Janene 
Paist, Annette Rawls, Bridgette Roney, Cynthia Wagner, Jen Wolfe, 
Kristen Virgin, Maria Barucco, Brenda Frantz, Erin Gallagher, Dawn 
Hallowell, Stephanie Horling, Heather Joyce, Alicia Lehr, MicheIe 
Lyons, Lara Megerian, Trina Petrosky, Sarah Pounds, Mary Li~a 
Smollen, Tammy Yi 
III 
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1963 Pledge Song 
I know where I'm going, and I know 
who's going with me 
I know why there's music, in the quiet 
autumn morning. I've found a wealth of 
green, and silver have I plenty. I've 
found a star to guide me, when my way 
is dark and lonely. Where are you going? 
Who will walk beside you? 
When the world is gloomy, where is the 
star to guide you? Where is the green? 
And silver brightly shining? Why is 
there music, in the quiet autumn 
morning? I'm going where you go 
(you go) And you' ll be there beside 
me (side me) Tau Sigma Gamma sisters, 
are all I need to guide me. The green 
is in the pine, and the silver star 
above me. I went Tau Sig way, to find 
that star to guide me 
We went Tau Sig way 
We went Tau Sig way! 
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President: Maria Rojas 
Vice President: Beth Anne Laskowski 
Recording Secretary: Cynthia Babcock 
Treasurer: Halyna Reynolds 
Corresponding Secretaries: Nadine Brubaker, Melissa Chido 
ISC Representative: Amy Yeakel 
Chaplain: Jeannine Fleming 
Rush Chairpeople: Jolie Chylack, Heidi Fenstermacher, Krissy 
Teufel 
Social Chairpeople: Audra Boettcher, Dielle Williams 
Beer Commisioners: Jennifer Angelo, Melissa Otto, Lisa Straw 
Historian: Erika Compton 
Fundraisers: Stephanie Sarnoski, Rachel Sargent 
Community Service Representative: Terri Kauzlarich, Jennifer 
Taylor 
Pledgemistresses: Barbara Lampe, Tara Walton 
Opposite page, left: Kim, Tara, Trish, 
Kelly, & Alina sisters and friends! 
Opposite page, top: Tau Sig Seniors! 
Opposite page, bottom: Kara & Jeannine 
This page, top: Alina & passion for fash-
ion! 
This page, above: Dielle & Audra, sup-
porting Steph's habit . 
This page, bottom: Maria , Dielle, & Au-
dra Tau Sig sisters. 
members: Jennifer Allshouse, Suzanne Blew, Autumn Boyer, Kim 
Brown, Colleen Callahan, Nicole Cicci, Amy Colistra, Ellen Cos-
grove, Kim Costino, Michele Derderian, Ellen Disney, Kim Doan, 
Nicole D'Orsaneo, Melanie Glick, Kelly Hoopes, Regan McCann, 
Marny Mead, Alina Morawski, Michele Pollock, Kara Raiguel, 
Wynique Reed, Shannon Savidge, Patricia Slane, Alexis Smith, Kara 
Smith, Susan Steele, Tammi Talese, Rebecca Turchik, Susan 
Whisler, Stacey Zeller 
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Left: Kappa Delta Kappa gi rl s before a dinner dance; 
Bottom left: Phi-Tau Dated party; 
Below: Leigh stops traffi c at Duryea 
.II 
Left: Maria, Carolyn, and Amy embody sisterhood; 
Above: Phi-Tau sisters getting caught in the act 
Right: Steph and Dana at a dated party; 
Boltom: Ellen shows how fun pledging can be 
Above: Susan and Amy up to no good!; 
Above right: Tau Sig girls pose for a smile; 
Boltom right: Reagan, Jenn, Trish, Joanna, and Betsty 
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Alpha Phi Epsilon 
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President: Dennis Wilson, Jr. 
Treasurer: Bill Strimel 
Secretary: T.J . Coyle 
Frank Pettoline 
I.F.C. Rep.: Reed Nichols 
Asst. Pledgemasters: Brent 
Baldasare & Reed Nichols 
Pledgemaster: Greg Loftus 
Rush Chairmen: Brian Spence 
& Eric Hemberger 
Social Chairmen: Eric 
Hemberger & Todd Odgers 
Opposite page, top: APES and their 
Homecoming nominee, Megan Love 
Opposite page, middle: 208 at the APE's 
Christmas party 
Opposite page, bottom: APE's pledge-
masters and brothers during pledging 
Opposite page, top right: .Jogger's beer 
bong 
Opposite page, bottom right: shari ng a 
beer a t the picnic 
This page, top: Suite 306 at the Phi Tau 
dated party 
This page, right: Greg and Dan with a 
brigh t idea? 
Members: Jay Myers, Scott Kusant , Dan Clipner, Myles Hannigan, 
Todd Klinefelter , Tom Chester, Al Antonello, Anthony Barber, Lou 
Brunelli , Bryon Heron, Bryan Schmidt, Matt Kennedy, Tim Mulvi-
hill, Paul Guenther, Scott Sallach, Dan Mullen, Bill Sedgwick, Gene 
Barnes, Chris Chipman, Wes Myers, Jim Convey, Doug Hovey, 
George Kostas, Barrett Tyson, Tom Mastrangelo, John Dunchick, 
Jack Clark, Jeff Kazio, Sean Mitchell , Rob Gorelick, Brad Goddes, 
Phil Kern, Wendell Buck, Michael Macki ntosh , Ed McKillip, Jeff 
Mead, Mark Parks, Matthew Pepe, Brian Lafond, Kevin Flanagan, 
Anthony Esposito, Joe Simione, Thorn Birchler, Christian Sedgwick, 
Rob Owens 
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Alpha Phi Omega 
82 Greek Life 
\)~SINU 
ATHLET\C 
President: Ryan Jacoby 
Vice President: Keith Mandia 
Treasurer: Blair Zartman 
Secratary: Jay Jackson 
Social Chairman: Jesse Searfoss 
Service Chairman: Dan Menchey 
IFC Representative: Matt Cordes 
Historian: Dheeraj Taranath 
PledgeMasters: Jay Jackson & Blair Zartman 
Corresponding Secratary: Andrew Helfer 
Alumni Secratary: Josh Carter 
Frat Jock: Matt Stephens 
Opposite page, left : Petch & Digger 
Opposite page, middle: brothers 
Opposite page, bollom: Blair and hi s 
chair 
Opposite page, top, right : APO Seniors 
This page, top: Homecoming 
This page, middle: Alpha Phi O mega 
This page, bollom: APO senio rs pa rtin g! 
This page, middle, right : " Hi Mom!" 
Members: Hank Komansky, Pete Staz, Paul Madson, C us Ingraldi , 
Jim Petch, Mike Levengood, Craig Faucher, Tim Creech, Jim Dono-
hue, Adam Doxtador, Ed Markowski, M arc Peterman, Ca rl Bran-
dreth , Jus tin Snyder, Shawn Holden, Brad Bower, Will Beckey, Blu 
Matse ll , Jim Stinchon, Rob Macneal, Steve Assenheimer, Joe Burke, 
Fran Knebel, Matt Boyer, Ken Crawford , Jamie Hickman, Jason 
Cootman, Sam Rubens tein Jason Harrell , M att Quail , Eric Athea rn, 
Chip Wei sgerber, Chri s Conrad, Howie Sm oyer 
-
II 
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Beta Sigma Lambda 
{-
For 66 Years - Brotherhood , Sincerity, Loyalty, I Love You in a 
Pri son Sort of Way, I got a M ohawk, TWO!! , Yo T ecmo!, Eat M e!, 
Perpetuating the Bes t Kept Secret ano th er yea r, My Mudd a Chinese 
My Fadda Japanese M e Cambodian, Yea h, Pres ident Tri sha , Psycho, 
Kill er, Perfec t Dickboy World, Reality Sucks - should have kept it at 
65 °, Don for Homecoming, I ca n tell you has n ' t pa id , Di s-Pro, 
Where's Don? 
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Presiden t: Scott Trzaska 
Vice President: Nick Baccino 
Recording Secretary: Brian Baldia 
Treasurer: Paul Coppola 
Corresponding Secretary & Historian : Ni k Ed raos 
Chaplain: Don Carter 
Rush Chairman: Steve de Celi s & Scott Vida 
Sergeant-at-Arms: Steve de Celi s 
Opposite page, left: Be ta Sig Brothers 
bonding in Reimer t 
Opposite page, top: Smokin ' Stogies 
Opposite page, bottom : Are you guys re-
la ted? 
This page, top: In line befo re airba nd 
This page, middle: Beta Sig Brothers 
This page, bottom: Bro thers and Al umn i 
Members: Nick Baccino, Brian Baldi a, Aaron Burgs tein , Don Ca rter, 
Tony Ciliberto, Paul Coppola, James Crowder, Tim Daniel, Steve de 
Celi s, Jim Downey, Nik Edraos, Dan G reene, George Kern , Pete 
Kern , Outey Ky , John Laughlin , Jerry Lica ta, Mi ke Matakoni s, 
Chri s Paul , Bill Pieper, Steve Pos tek, Scott Serveiss, Cra ig Tibaldi , 
Scott Trzaska, Hea th Van Flee t, Mike Verga no, Scott Vida, Ian Wood 
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Chi Rho Psi 
\ 
The C hi Rh o Ps i Fra te rnit y was found ed in Dece mber of 1992. 
Altho ug h C hi Rh o Ps i is o nl y in it s beg inning s tages, ma n y g rea t 
acco mpli shments have a lrea dy occurred . Th e fr a te rnity p ro motes 
tru s t, dive rs ity, broth e rhood , and m os t impo rta ntl y, unity as it s 
main goa ls. It s co lo rs a re ebo n y, chro m e, and wine, a nd it s m asco t is 
the ro ug hneck . As tim e prog resses, the Founding Fa th ers hope to 
in s till a ll o f the above va lues in a ll o f th e bro the rs who a re presently 
in the fr a te rnity a nd those individua ls wh o a re wi shing to jo in . 
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President: John Paul Williams 
Vice President: Ondrei Miller 
Treasurer: Ron Mason 
Secretary: Scott DiNardo 
Corresponding Secretary: Jami e Dundee 
Keeper of the Seals: Roger Smith 
Social Advocate: Darnell Lee 
I.F.C. Representative: Roger Smith 
Opposite page, bottom: T he Chi Rho Psi 
bro thers 
This page, middle: Dean Kane and the 
bro thers experience the Ou tward Bound 
prog ram 
This page, bottom : Even a litt le snow 
couldn ' t s top Chi Rho Psi 
Members: Craig Andrews, Will Briggs, Scott DiNard o, Jamie Dun-
dee, Rob Ladd , Darnell Lee, Ron Mason, Rahsaa n Matthews, O ndrei 
Miller, Rob Mullen, Frank Q ui gley, Brian Shultz, Erec Smith , Roger 
Smith , Scott Taylo r, John Paul Williams 
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Delta Mu Sigma 
,/ 
"Since 1923, The First 
The Best 
The Only." 
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President: Tom Wilusz 
Vice President: Scott Manz 
Treasurer: Pete Senescu 
Recording Secretary: Chris Heinzinger 
Corresponding Secretary: Andrew Bordic 
Pledgemaster: Sam Marshall 
Assistant Pledge master: Chris Whalen 
I.F.C. Representative: Sam Marshall 
Rush Chairman: Brian Montross 
Sergeant-at-Arms: Justin Dominic 
Chaplain: Andrew Bordic 
Opposite page, bottom: Demas Bro thers 
dressed up! ? 
This page, top: What does tha t finge r 
rea lly mean Jus tin ? 
This page, bottom: He did it' 
Members: Tom Wilusz, Scott Manz, Chri s Heinzinger, Andrew Bor-
die, Pete Senescu, Sam Marshall, Justin Dominic, Chris Whalen, 
Brian Montross, Randy Fulweber 
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Delta Pi Sigma 
2\. 
" I will never forget you. See, upon the palm s of my hands I have 
written your name." 
In loving memory of 
T eresa L. Urban 
(September 28, 1971-March 19, 1993) 
90 Greek Life 
Isa iah 49:15-16 
J 
President: Allen Clowers 
Vice President: James Kais 
Treasurer: Scott Bogdan 
Secretary: David Miller 
Historian: Jason Fassett 
(FC Representative: Kraig Bano 
Fund Raiser: John Correll 
PledgeMaster: James Kais 
Ass!. PledgeMaster: Mike Hennessey 
Chaplain: Mike Hennessey 
Tunes Keeper: Thomas Ervin/ Shane Fitzpatrick 
Frat Jock: Malik Moore 
Social Chairman: Mike Farrand 
Opposite page, bottom: Delta Pi Bro thers 
This page, top: Dated party fun 
This page, middle: Delta Pi Sigma 
This page, middle, right: Biff, John, & 
Flounder 
This page, bottom: bro thers havin ' fun! 
Members: Reid Gilbert , William Briggs, Adam Watson, Chri s At-
kinson, Paul Drazba, Derrick Irby, Mark Daly, William Davies, 
Mike Dellaporta, Mike Donohue, Todd Long, Thomas Simk iss 
91 
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Pi Omega Delta 
~\ 
Pi Omega Delta Fraternity is a social o rga niza tion des igned to 
fos ter brotherly fri endships among its members, as well as p rovide 
refreshments to a thirs ty campus. W e are a fun -loving, Fuss ball & 
Beer-Pong playing bunch of s imple-souled ye t heavy-hear ted ind i-
viduals who want nothing more than to enj oy these yea rs at Ursinus 
to their full es t. Stair-diving, bridge-jumping, moshing, and cons-
cientously obj ec ting to unconstitutional and inhumane regulations 
have been among the hobbies by which the g raduating senio rs plan 
to enlighten the world . Dirtmen Forever!! 
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President: Tim Hannigan 
Vice President/ PledgeMaster: Carlos Ortega 
Treasurer: Steve Devlin 
Recording Secretary: Brian Riordan 
Rush Chairman: Joe MacDonald 
Social Chairman: Mike Lafferty 
Kyle Mansfield 
I.F.C. Representative: Blake Herr 
Corresponding Secretary: Phil Parrotta 
Assistant PledgeMaster: Sean Reilly 
Historian: Chris Haines 
Opposite page, left : POD brothers at 
their bes t 
Opposite page, top: typica l Carlos! 
This page, top: Halloween in Rei mert 
This page, middle: POD brothers 
This page, bottom: POD Formal 
This page, right: Laff in h is glory! 
Members: Chuck W ebb, Dennis Short, Michael Mondea ux, Antho-
ny Saravanos, Phil Brackin , Scott Houchins, John Wood ruff, Victor 
Gill, And rew Seibel, Willie Simpson, Monty Ghai, Christi an Lavi sh, 
Tyree Kozlowski , Eric Widmaier, John Traverson, Kevin Smith , 
Brian Wilson, William Szlanic, John Frank, Dan Fi shman, Jeffrey 
Fell , Martin Paulina, John Libonati, Curt Heimbach, Joe LaPella, 
Mike Getz, Mike Gamble, M ark Chris tensen, Matt Connea rny, 
John M as lowski , Sean Jones, Brad Ande rson, Ch ris Schmidt, Brian 
Delin 
II 
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Sigma Rho Lambda 
Sigma Rho Lambda was founded at 3:04pm on April 16, 1930 (o r 
sometime a round then) by some as piring young men who have long 
s ince gradua ted (o r so legend has it). Th ere a re 30+ members in our 
fra ternity, m os t o f whom will g raduate, with a se lec t fe w obtaining 
employment thereaft er. We exercise our rights to life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of apathy on a yea r- ro und bas is, while s till manag ing to 
attend some of our classes. Admini stra tion m embers often enj oy our 
company, but ra rely vi s it us on weekend s. Sometim es we talk to 
girl s and , on rare occas ion s, we ro ll out the g rill and have an o ld -
fashi oned sa usage party. The Fla t lives, 944 is s till dead, but as long 
as there are enoug h cl owns, thi s circus will las t fo rever. 
" Walking down canal s tree t . . . " 
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President: Michael O 'Donnell 
Vice President: Peter Dei sley 
Treasurer: Jeff Eckerson 
Secretary: Trey Ward 
Opposite page, top: Tounces the Sig Rho 
mascot! 
Opposite page, right: Heinz, did you get 
that at Victoria's Secret? 
Opposite page, left: Burke & Sam!? 
Opposite page, bottom: Homecoming 
formal 
This page, top: Enough hats? 
This page, middle: Sig Rho brothers 
This page, right: Babs & Audra 
Members: Chris Tracanna, Heinz Buchler, Steve Groff, Casey Price, 
Ja son Komasz, Casey Neal , Buddy Andrews, Burke Morri son, Dave 
Long " Bud", Trey Ward, Peter Deisley, Michael O 'Donnell, Jeff 
Eckerson, Troy Gehret, Alan " Fang" Snyder, Dave Fosbenner, Kevin 
McCall , Walt Zeller, Steve Christy, Kevin Crowley, John Schwan-
holt, Rich Salmon, Rich Cundari , Sean Hagan, Jim Zurat, John 
Derderian, Chad Gallagher, Dan Tomlinson, Marc Hapward, John 
Noone, Brian Webster, Sean McGlinn, Stuart Kukla, Chuck Moore, 
Chris Cervellero, Alex Tedesco, Peter Holcombe 
II 
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Zeta Chi 
As we enter our 65th yea r, we would li ke to than k those a t whose 
expen se we have had fun . We de ny any all ega tions wha tsoever; yo u 
never saw anything, you ca n ' t p rove it. Believe it or not we value our 
educa ti on , yet emphas ize the whole colleg iate exper ience. Our morn-
ing mi xe rs have prepa red us to cope with the demanding world of 
o ffi ce par ti es, ma nda to ry happy hours, and 8:00 a. m . boa rd mee t-
ings. These experi ences ca nnot be fo und in the classroom. We s tand 
fo r life, liber ty and the pursuit of women. Fo rge t Lerch and Judas. 
God bless Ameri ca! 
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President: Steven Eck 
Vice President: Rick N aratil 
Treasurer: Matt Miller 
Recording Secretary: John Barbour 
Rush Chairman: Brian Edens 
Social Chairman: Chri s Padula 
I.F.C. Representative/ Pledgemaster: Gene Cavac ini 
Beer Commissioner: Marty McTag ue & Fred Vogt 
Opposite page, left : Senior broth-
ers of Zeta Chi 
Opposite page, top: Steve and 
M ike share a b rew 
Opposite page, bottom: Ch ug that 
M ADDOG Matt! 
This page, top: ZX's homecoming 
candida te, Andrea Branas 
This page, middle: M ixing wi th 
Al um ni 
This page, bottom: Brotherl y af-
fection 
Members: Steven Eck, Rick Naratil , M att Mil ler, Gene Cavac ini , 
Chri s Padula, Bri an Edens, John Nilon, W oody Wi rth , Ch ris N eary, 
Chri s ti an Morri s, John Barbour, Mike Engler, Fred Vog t, Mar ty 
McT ag ue, Craig Monestero, Rob Altman, Jack Reick, Mark Roma-
no, Ben Barbor, John Scorsone, Joe Padula, Joe Boggs, Bill Blewitt, 
Stephen O rtiz, Dan Ben-Tal 
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Men's Cross Country 
~~SINUS 
\ .. HLf::TIC S 
uRS1NLlS 
~TH.ETJCS 
URSINUS 
~THL.ETICS 
Team picture: David Weiss, Ryan Savitz, Dan Bubb, (Gary Shapiro), (Mike Tucci), 2nd Row: (Roger Smith), Tony Ciliberto, James Downey, Joe 
Robinson, Mike Verga no, Jason Harrel 
Golden Bear Classic 
1992 Results 
3rd 
E. College Invitational 
Valley Forge/ Beaver 
Bloomsburg Invitational 
Drew Invitational 
Alvernia College 
MAC Championships 
Mid-East Regional Champ. 
1st 
1st 
16th 
1st 
1st 
8th 
10th 
A 10th place finish at the Mid-East Regional meet capped off a 
very successful men's cross country season. The men not only 
finished unbeaten in all of its dual meets, but also captured 
several invitational wins. Their dedication and hard work enabled 
them to place in both the Eastern and Drew Invitationals. If these 
accomplishments were not enough, the Bears also turned strong 
performances at the MAC Championships meet, where they 
placed 8th out of a total of 20 teams. 
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Even though we were not a team this year and never received 
any team points, individuals placing between one and twenty 
received awards. All three runners contributed to the success of 
this years team. All received individual honors and hopefully will 
extend their success to next season . 
Women's Cross Country 
far above: len Orehowsky shows her stride; team picture: len Orehowsky, Ticia Bouchat and Meg Bergner 
Sports 101 
below: Captain Evelyn Kousoubri s pushes the ball past the opposi ng defense; right : coach Vonnie Gros 
ca lls the play from the side; far below: Anmarie Lukens rushes after a loose ba ll. 
Villanova 
Delaware 
Lehigh 
LaSalle 
Lafayette 
Drexel 
Bucknell 
Penn 
Rider 
Davis & Elkins 
Temple 
Syracuse 
Ball St. 
Cornell 
St. Joseph's 
Will. & Mary 
Rutgers 
Princeton 
American 
West Chester 
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U.c. 
1 
1 
3 
2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
2 
3 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
Opp. 
3 
2 
0 
0 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
Field Hockey 
1st row: K. Raiguel, H . Reynolds, E. Kousoubri s, B. Laskowski, S. Zeller , A. Burns, J. Dorris; 2nd: I 
Smith, M . MacRone, A. Lukens, K. Teufel, K. Ruggiero; 3rd: G . Alexander, B. Driscoll, A. Walls, I 
Ferrier, J. Weigel, A. Landis, A. Pittore, V. Gros; 4th: J. Stone, K. Ryan, B. Golley, R. Sargent, H. Arrolig 
A. Shelley 
the crowd watches as Kri ssie Ruggiero drives the ball ; far below: Captai n Betsy Laskowski shows off her dribbling skill s . 
Although our record was disappointing in 
the 1992 season, there was significant pro-
gress . After a ragged start the team came to-
gether at the mid-season with a convincing 
victory over perennial power Temple Uni-
versty, 4-2. The latter part of our schedule saw 
us play some very good hockey. Unfortunate-
ly, we were unable to capitalize on our scoring 
opportunities and we ended up with ties or 
close 0-1 losses. With may returning juniors 
and a promising freshman class , the 1993 sea-
son should find Ursinus College with a win-
ning record once again. 
Sports 103 
below: Brian Edens, Defensive Player of the Year last season and defensive lineman Chris Padu la; 
right: co-captain Brent Baldasare; bottom right : Brian Lafont looks downfie ld for a receiver 
U.c. 
Georgetown 23 
F& M 6 
West. Maryland 21 
Swarthmore 32 
Johns Hopkins 34 
Gettysburg 28 
FDU-Madison 14 
WPI 10 
Muhlenberg 6 
Dickinson 0 
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Opp. 
16 
13 
35 
34 
35 
6 
0 
24 
3 
21 
Football 
~.--.-~ .:: :t. 
lst row: Briggs, Billitto, Tay lo r. Hemberger , Myers , Hannigan , Baldasa re (capta in), Antonello. Nichol s (captain), Odgers; 2nd: Sallac 
Mullen, Schmidt , Chipman, Wojdan, Bieler , Cassidy. Sedgwick, Spence. Daniel; Jrd: Monastero. Morris, Crawrord, Buck, Hovey. Dunchic 
laFond, Coyle, Mullen; 4th: Porter , Schu ltz , Scorsone, Barbour, Kern . Angelucci , Reick , Meyer, Guenther. 5th: Ortiz, Parks. Orlm. 
Sedgwick. Gorelick, Kazio. Kostas, Fosbenner, Edens; 6t h: Mastrangelo, Ballard, Mead. M illiken, Matakonis. Birchler , Heron, Convt 
Mulvi hil l, N eary; 7t h: Cla rk , Owens, Flanagan. Pepe, Romano, Blewitt , Morris, Barnes, Kennedy, Goddes; 8th: Tyson. Padula. Reynolds, Be 
Tal . Esposito. Kalbacher. McKillip , suth. Mackintosh; 9th: Simione, Lica ta . Padula . Barbour. Houston, McGovern. Smith, Mitchell 
Sedgwick, a Pre-Season All -Ameri ca n 
The Bears entered the season with high expec-
tations, but lost four of their first five games, 
including three in the last two minutes and one 
on the game's final play. However , the team re-
grouped to win three of its last five games, in-
cluding a 28-6 rout of Gettysburg on the road. 
Junior linebacker Paul Guenther and senior 
strong safety Todd Odgers were named to the 
Centennial Football Conference All-Star First 
Team, while junior running back Bill Sedgwick, 
senior defensive end Brent Baldasare and junior 
center Chris Bieler received honorable mention. 
Co-captains Baldasare and senior offensive tack-
le Reed Nichols were named First-Team ECAC 
Division III South All-Stars. Senior offensive 
tackle Scott Taylor was named the Brooks Irvine 
South Jersey College Division Player of the Year. 
Guenther led the team with 105 tackles, while 
Sedgwick set Ursinus records for rushing at-
tempts in a game (38), rushing yards in a game 
(227), rushing yards in a season (1 ,083) and rush-
ing yards in a career (1,928) . He became the first 
running back in Ursinus history to rush for 1,000 
yards in a season. 
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l 
below: Carlos Ortega watches the ball hit the back of the net; right: Denni s Short shows off his "sweet 
lid"; below right: team watches anxiously 
Goldy Beacom 
Ohio Wesleyan 
Captail 
W. Maryland 
F& M 
Albright 
Scranton 
Johns Hopkins 
Lebanon Valley 
Del. Valley 
Washington 
Haverford 
FDU-Madison 
Muhlenberg 
Swarthmore 
Widener 
Moravian 
Rutgers-Camden 
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u.c. 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
4 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Opp. 
1 
4 
4 
6 
4 
1 
3 
2 
0 
2 
0 
4 
0 
7 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Soccer 
, .. " 
!..!.~ 
team picture: J. Derderian, J. Noone, J. Jackson, T. Thieu, A. Synder, B. Webster, T. Chester, C. Ortega, H 
Buchler, C. Gallagher, D. Short,S. Gensler, C. Moore, K. Bonewi tz, P. Holcombe, M . Getz, J. Brobyn, M 
Mondeauz, 5. Reilly, C. Heinzinger, 5. Kabrhel, M . Quail, J. Dare,S. Assenheimer, A. Ruhf 
Ortega crossing the ball; far below: Scott Gensler throwing the ball in 
.. 
Despite a 4-14 record for the Ursinus Bear's 
soccer team, the season still included a three 
game win streak, and an incredible overtime goal 
by Pete Holcombe to defeat Washington College 
(1-0). The team will, however, miss the starting 
play of senior defensemen Jay Jackson, goalie 
Sean Riley, and midfielder Carlos Ortega. This 
season was considered a rebuilding season, so 
many freshmen players received valuable play-
ing time. These freshman and other returning 
players will contribute to the promising future of 
the Ursinus Soccer team. 
Sports 107 
., 
j 
below: Captain Shannon Savidge bumps the ba ll ; right: Kelly Hoopes spikes the ba ll ; below right: Faith 
Zerbe digs the ball as Nadi ne Brubaker gives a sm ile of approval 
Muhlenberg 
F&M 
Eastern 
Phil. Pharmacy 
Eastern 
Wilmington 
Swarthmore 
Gettysburg 
Moravian 
Stockton St. 
Del. Valley 
Cedar Crest 
Widner 
Cabrini 
Albright 
Bryn Mawr 
Haverford 
Allentown 
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U.c. 
0 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
0 
0 
3 
0 
Opp. 
3 
3 
0 
3 
0 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
0 
0 
3 
0 
3 
3 
1 
3 
Volleyball 
1st row: Captains, S. SaVidge, M. Polack; 2nd: K. Kalbacher, J. Montgomery, J. Park, F. Zerbe; 3rd: (oad 
R. Asplundh, A. Espadas, S. Camagro, A. Deatline, K. Hoopes, M . Slonaker, N . Brubaker. 
li th Zerbe bumps the ba ll as Margie Slonaker as Kelly Hoopes and Andrea Deatli ne watch in anticipation; far below: Kelly Hoopes watches her 
Ii Ie Faith Zerbe looks on . 
The 1992 Volleyball team, led by senior co-
captains Shannon Savidge and Michelle Pol-
lack began the season with optimism. The sea-
son, however, had both high and low points. 
While they did not win as many games as they 
had originally hoped, the team won more 
games than last year. 
Shannon Savidge, setter, and Michelle Pol-
lack, middle hitter, will be missed but there 
are many returning under classmen that will 
contribute Significantly to next year 's season. 
Sports 109 
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Sports 111 
Dickin son 
Hampden 
Albright 
G wynedd Mercy 
St. Joseph's (NY) 
Phila. Pharm . 
Will & Jefferson 
Miseridordia 
Mount Union 
Deni son 
Kings 
FDU-Madison 
Delaware Valley 
Johns Hopkins 
Widener 
Haverfo rd 
Washing ton 
Mo ravian 
Swa rthmo re 
Johns Hopkins 
Widener 
Haverford 
Washington 
Swarthmore 
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below: aptain Will Briggs s hows hi s dynami c a biliti es; ri ght : 
oach Jack Spinell a talks s tra tegy with hi s tea m; fa r be low: teve 
Renzi takes control of th e ball. 
U.C 
48 
57 
58 
84 
69 
56 
76 
66 
61 
48 
54 
60 
73 
57 
48 
82 
51 
60 
60 
59 
39 
72 
41 
65 
Men's Basketball 
Opp. 
75 
82 
45 
66 
59 
55 
80 
76 
70 
50 
73 
73 
65 
64 
65 
75 
68 
66 
72 
94 
70 
65 
83 
79 
~ 
l sI row: J . Schwanholt, C. Ce rvellero, S. Renzi, B. Rogers, J. Burke, G. Frith , W. Briggs; 2nd: J . Spinella, ] 
M o ra n , A. Ha rken , T. Long, D. Urby, J . Zurad, J . Eckerson, F. Luck, Zwill ing 
he team takes a s pec ial m oment befo re the s tart of the ga me; fa r below: 
start s the tip -off. 
The very new and young Bea rs (10 of the 14 
being new to Ursi nu s) s tar ted out well , goi ng 
4-2 ea rly on with Will Briggs hitting a shoot at 
the buzzer to bea t Phila. Phar macy, Aaron 
Harken holding all league player Bruce Pea-
cock of Albright to 3 points and Bernie Rogers 
winning the M .V.P of the Gwynedd Mercy 
T ournament. Injuries took their to ll though as 
the Bears los t 6, including a loss with only 
nine players to nationall y ranked Deni son 
College. Jim Zurad had a career high of 19 
points agai nst Del. Valley, Aaron Harke n had 
21 p o int s against Have rf o rd a nd J o hn 
Schwanholt had a career hi gh of 12 points in 
the fina l ho me ga me aga inst Haverford. The 
tea m loses only two seni ors, Will Briggs and 
Jeff Eckerson. 
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John Carroll 
Catholic 
Swarthmore 
Muhlenberg 
Albright 
Delaware Valley 
Bryn Mawr 
Eliza beth town 
West. Maryland 
Moravian 
Haverford 
Albright 
Trenton St. 
Wesley 
Widener 
Haverford 
Swarthmore 
F & M 
Immaculata 
Moravian 
Widener 
Allentown 
Muhlenberg-playoff 
l4 Sports 
be low: Betsy Laskowsk i and Ellen Cosgrove ge t ready fo r the 
rebound; far below: Coa h Li sa Corni sh g ives her tea m hea l-time 
tips; right : Hea ther Colvin fin ishes her lay- up. 
Women's Basketball 
u.C 
61 
57 
80 
54 
83 
48 
71 
72 
66 
57 
74 
66 
50 
49 
86 
89 
83 
56 
66 
74 
73 
71 
74 
Opp. 
79 
58 
50 
64 
59 
59 
68 
68 
75 
83 
55 
46 
67 
70 
71 
50 
34 
73 
69 
83 
58 
88 
81 
lsI row: M . Hea rl , K. Wallin , C. Ferri e r, A. Hildebrand , K. Polga r, J. Ashwor th , Brooke Dri sco ll , Judy 
M arcus; 2nd row: C. Deveney, K. Baldini , H . Colvin , B. Las kowski , E. Cosgrove, L. Coulter, J. Fleming, E. 
Burke, L. Corni sh , D . Wilson 
Elle n Cosgrove gets congratulations from her teammates; fa r be low: Laura 
and Eri n Burke share a smi le during half-time. 
The women's bas ketball team advanced to 
pos t-season play for the sixth s traight season 
before falling at Muhlenberg. The Bea rs ended 
the yea r with a 9-4 record in the Middle Atlan-
ti c Sta tes Conference (MAC) Southeas t Sec ti on 
and an 11-13 mark overall , incl uding an upse t 
win over Eli za beththown . Ellen Cosg rove led 
Urs inus in scoring and rebounding. She was 
named the MAC Southeas t Sec tion Mos t 
Valuable Player. Cosgrove was also named to 
the GTE-CoSIDA Di strict 2 Academic All -
America n Tea m and the MAC Winter All -
American Tea m. Freshman Laura Coulter led 
the tea m in blocked shots and was named the 
MAC Southeas t Section Rookie-of- the-Yea r. 
Arlene Hildebra nd se t Ursi nu s records for 
three-point shots in a ga me (6) and in a season 
(37) . Losing one senior, Betsy Las kowski , the 
tea m is very optimi sti c for the 93-94 season . 
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below: Give me a " U"! right: Fall captains, Jenn Scheffl er and Denise Moretz. below right: Th e Ursinu s 
Bea r psyches up the crowd. 
• .. 4 '" if 
Cheerleading 
Fall squad: 1st row: R. Baker, M . Fisher; 2nd row: K. Henderson, M . Hill , B. 
Lampe, P. Febo, K. Welsh, K. Serafino; 3rd row: D. Moretz, K. Roussin, S. Royster; 
Top: J. Scheffler, M . Williams . 
116 Sports 
Winter squad: 1st row: M . Williams; 2nd row: P. Bitzer , M. Hill , B. Lampe, 
Fisher, P. Febo, H . Wushinske. Missing from photo: Karen Drew. 
UC Cheerleaders chant the football tea m on to victory. far below: The fall squad during halftime a t a basketball ga me. 
Captains Jenn Scheffler and Denise Moretz led 
the 1992-93 football cheerleaders through a spir-
ited season that started with an exciting vi ctory 
at Georgetown Universi ty. They psyched up the 
football team and the crowd at every game. The 
basketball cheerleaders also had an eventful sea-
son under the leadership of Barb Lampe and Pat-
ty Febo. Several new girls joined the squad in-
cluding Pam Bitzer, Karen Drew, and Heidi 
Wushinske. In addition to cheering on the foot-
ball and basketball teams, the cheerleaders con-
ducted various fund raisers and decorated the 
players' locker room s before games. Special 
thanks goes to Kerry Durgin, the advisor, and 
Jodi Fosbenner, the faithful bear, who both 
helped the cheerleaders entertain and motivate 
the crowd. 
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Navy 
Rutgers 
Temple 
Penn 
West Chester 
Cornell 
West Chester 
Cortland 
Penn 
West Chester 
Ithaca 
West Chester 
Rhode Island 
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U.C 
163.75 
175.6 
180.55 
179.55 
170.99 
172.00 
172.00 
168.30 
179.40 
169.25 
169.10 
166.30 
160.15 
below: the gymna sti cs tea m ge ts psyched before a big mee t; 
right : Coach Ray McMahon and Li z McDonald share a special 
moment; far below: Kri sten Cornell di s tingui shes herse lf as one 
of the bes t. 
Opp. 
154.20 
155.05 
154.75 
154.75 
154.75 
151.40 
151.40 
153.90 
155.20 
155.20 
148.65 
148.65 
158.35 
Gymnastics 
lsI row: S. Stee le, S. Cagg ia no, L. McDonald , S. Ledonne, K. Drew, B. Roney; 2nd row: R. Munro, 
Turchik, K. Miller , M . C lick, S. Campbell , S. Pescha; 3rd row: J. Boettger, A. Marqui s, K. Cornell , 
Phillip, C. Boettger 
,," Melanie Gli ck shows both g race and s tyle; far be low: Susan Steele does 
:ing tricks on the balance bea m. 
The W omen 's Gymnas ti c Tea m is coming 
off a 1 and 12 season in which they averaged 
a lmos t 5 points higher than the p revi ous yea r. 
It was also the la rges t squad (17) ever to com-
pete fo r the college in gymnasti cs . Li z M cDon-
ald the only seni or and co-ca pta in will surely 
be mi ssed; but N a ti ona l q uali fiers Kris ten 
Cornell , Susa n Stee le, and Sa mantha Caggiano 
will be a round fo r a g rea t sea son nex t year. At 
N ationals, Kr is ten Cornell (sophomore) p laced 
an impress ive 11th a ll a round in the na ti on . 
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Dickinson (W) 
Dickinson (M) 
Washington College (W) 
Washing ton College (M) 
Wes t C hes ter (W) 
Wes t Ches ter (M) 
Kutztown (W) 
Kutztown (M) 
Swa rthmo re (W) 
Swarthmore (M) 
Gettysburg (W) 
Gettysburg (M) 
Trenton State (W) 
Trenton State (M) 
Scra nton (W) 
Sc ranton (M) 
W es tern Ma ryland (W) 
W es tern Maryland (M) 
Elizabethtown (W) 
Elizabethtown (M) 
Franklin & Marshall (W) 
Frank lin & Marshall (M) 
Widener (W) 
Widener (M) 
Bryn Mawr (W) 
Sports 
below: Perfec t butt rfly fo rm! right : Take your ma rk, BANG! 
below right : Am I there ye t? 
v.c. 
122 
64 
108 
56 
102 
58 
113 
61 
109 
66 
88 
63 
91 
70 
116 
111 
115 
82 
108 
72 
54 
33 
112 
72 
142 
Opp. 
83 
133 
62 
121 
103 
119 
50 
81 
96 
127 
124 
103 
114 
120 
72 
89 
72 
116 
80 
101 
41 
59 
85 
100 
121 
Swimming 
Team picture: M . Baga nsk i, J . Andrews, D. Seibel, G . Shapiro, D. Chrza nowski , R. Mason, B. Vaidya, r. 
ohen , D. Graf, B. Baldi a, S. Ba mberger, J. Derstine, K. Crowers, L. Wess ner, E. Di sney, B. Cauley, )\ 
Smith , V. Benni son , J . Schmidt , A. FingerJin , A. Fl ynn , D. W illi amson. C. Bushka , J. Pain, T. Cope, ( 
Ja mes, M . Lyon s, C. Stankiewicz, K. Tatsis-manager 
t's a close race! fa r below: A champion backstroker 
The 1992-93 Men 's Swim Team was hurt by 
lack of numbers. Unable to field eve ry event 
in a mee t, the Bea rs could only manage a 1-10 
con fere nce record . Despite their dual mee t sea-
son, the Bea rs placed 10th a t MAC Champion-
ships with five swimmers. Individual finali sts 
were senior captains, Jeff Andrews and Mike 
Bagan ski . 
The W omen 's Swim Tea m swam to a 13-0 
record . Led by captains Jen Ders tine and Senta 
Bamberger, the Lady Bea rs placed third a t 
MACs. Derstine was an All -Ameri ca n for the 
third yea r in a row. With only one senior and a 
large incoming freshman class, the women's 
tea m look s to imp rove next yea r. 
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II 
Albright 
BCC 
St. John 's 
Albright 
Rutgers-Camden 
BBC 
Moravian 
Juniata 
BBC 
W & J 
Duquesne 
Muhlenberg 
Gallaudet 
W & L 
Rutgers-Ca mden 
York 
Elizabethtown 
Susquehanna 
Gallaudet 
W es t. Maryland 
Lebanon Valley 
Haverford 
LaSalle 
Johns Hopkins 
Swarthmore 
King's 
Scranton 
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below: Mike Ortman put s on th moves; right : oach Bill Ra-
chi ch wat hes over hi s players; far below: Sea n Mitchell wa lks 
away with a no th r vi to ry. 
U.C 
47 
42 
55 
48 
45 
30 
19 
19 
39 
60 
60 
18 
51 
35 
40 
13 
25 
26 
51 
24 
12 
32 
45 
31 
21 
17 
25 
Opp. 
6 
12 
0 
0 
3 
25 
24 
24 
13 
0 
0 
31 
3 
21 
9 
31 
25 
15 
6 
21 
27 
19 
9 
20 
18 
25 
21 
Wrestling 
1st row: E. M arkowski, K. Holt , H . Smoyer, H . Van Flee t, M . Ortman , E. Athea rn; 2nd row: B. Rachich , 
Carter, C. Pedula , M . Parks, D . Bental , S. Mitchell , C. Shepard , V. Angelucci, R. Crebs 
Josh Ca rt er on top once agai n; fa r below: C hri s Pedul a surround ed by 
tes. 
The 1992-1993 Ursinu s College Wres tling 
Tea m notched an impress ive record of 20-6 
while star ting eig ht freshman in the ten 
NCAA weight cla sses. Mike Ortman (150) es-
tablished a new freshmen win record with a 
40-4-0 (15 fall s) mark and a third place finish 
in the Middle Atlanti c Conference Champion-
ships. Mark Parks (167) placed second in the 
MAC' s and completed hi s fir s t season with a 
30-6-0 (16 fall s) record , while fellow frosh Kirk 
Holt (134) went 26-11-0 (15 fall s) and placed 
s ixth in the MAC's. Coach Rac ich recorded 
win number 200 in hi s twelve seasons at 
Ursinus. 
Sports 123 
[24 Sports 
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below: Batter 's up! right : Perf ct pi tching fo rm ! be low ri ght : AU olltfi Ider choof> the ri ght pos iti on on 
the fie ld 
Swarthmore 
Swarthmore 
J. Hopkins 
J. Hopkins 
F & M 
Widener 
Widener 
Lebanon Valley 
Washington 
Washington 
Haverford 
Haverford 
W. Maryland 
Muhlenberg 
Albright 
Albright 
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U.c. 
0 
6 
3 
0 
8 
12 
8 
4 
4 
7 
2 
3 
4 
22 
7 
4 
Opp. 
5 
2 
9 
8 
10 
5 
1 
6 
6 
0 
5 
6 
14 
9 
10 
8 
Baseball 
team picture: M . Pra tla, C. N ea ry, M . Boyer, D . Tomlin son , S. Kusant , C. N eal, T. Hearsey, J. Fie rro, ~ 
Crowley, M . Hapward, J. Burke, J. M err ill ,S. Rubens tein , C. Lonerga n , J. Sti nchon , B. Stiles, E. Hansen, I 
W eisgerber, S. Croff, J. Cootman, 5. Keith , P. M adson, R. Owen s, J. Amband, C. Sedgwick, J. Barbour, C 
Lonergan, M . Raub, M. Paulina, M . Ace to, Coach B. Thomas, M . Svan son and R. Kress ly 
" It 's a home run! below: Strike three! 
The 1993 Ursinus baseball team was a 
young group comprised of two seniors , five 
juniors, Eve sophomores and seventeen fresh-
men. Paul Madson and Scott Kusant, the only 
two seniors, led the team through a competi-
tive season. Madson carried the young team, 
hitting .404 and leading the team in most of-
fensive categories. Paul was selected on the 
last team All-MAC South Team. Also selected 
were Chris Neary, first team catcher and Mike 
Aceto, Honorable Mention, DH. The future of 
the baseball team looks bright. 
Sports 127 
below: Scott Bogdan hit s a long shot. right : Dan McGovern looks to see where hi s ba ll la nded . below right : 
Put ting takes to tal concentrati on . 
Golf 
U.c. Opp. 
FDU 413 393 
Del. Valley 413 409 Members: D. West, D. McGovern, S. Bogdan, J. Petch, 
F& M 420 443 
Widener 420 427 
Moravian 422 408 R. Kantor, C. Mengelbier-Hinze, A. Bonekemper, K. 
Allentown 422 439 
Albright 420 422 Mandia, M. Donahue Swarthmore 420 450 
Textile 419 430 
128 Sports 
Jim Petch lines up hi s shot. far below: Doug Wes t checks out the angle. 
\ 
.. 
The golf season got off to a slow start due to 
the blizzard which caused matches and tour-
naments to be cancelled. The weather also 
made practice nearly impossible and when the 
snow cleared, courses remained wet for quite a 
while. Doug West was again MVP with the 
lowest scoring average. He was challenged by 
Dan McGovern until the final two events- in 
fact Dan had a two stroke lead on Doug going 
into the team's last match . Doug and Dan will 
be greatly missed next year, but the team looks 
forward to next season . 
Sports 129 
~ 
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L30 Sports 
below: A U.c. playe r checks hi s opponent. right : Number 11 
ca rries the ball up the fi eld . fa r below: What a pass! 
Men's Lacrosse 
ing for the ba ll far below: Urs inu s takes possess ion of the ball ! 
Sports 131 
below: Kri sten Baldini cradles the ball down the fi eld . right: Heidi Fenstermacher attempts to ge t the ball 
back with good defense. below right : Jennifer Simmons look for an open teammate. 
Rowan 
Temple 
F & M 
Haverford 
Swarthmore 
Villanova 
Widener 
West Chester 
Drew 
Muhlenberg 
Trenton State 
Gettysburg 
Millersville 
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U.c. 
12 
0 
5 
6 
16 
10 
19 
8 
23 
16 
5 
7 
13 
Women's Lacrosse 
Opp. 
5 
14 
12 
7 
2 
9 
8 
19 
8 
5 
9 
4 
13 
team picture: K. Ruggiero, K. Tatsis, M. MacRone, J. Stone, B. Laskowski , A. Lukens, H. Fenstermacher,) 
Markus, D. Williams, N . Rodriguez, M. Derderian, K. Teufel. J. Dorris, R. Heyl , C. Erfel, A. Landis,) 
Howe, K. Raiguel, K. Baldini, M . Hamlin, E. Cosgrove, J. Simmons, H. Arroliga, Coach V. Gros and K 
Smith 
)ielle Williams chases aft er the ball. far below: Goa lie Betsy Laskowsk i waits to make the save. 
' I , 
Two early season losses to MAC rival s, 
F&M and Haverford, probably lost the 1993 
Lacrosse Team a chance to continue their 
streak as a Final Four Division III finalist a t 
the NCAA championships. However, the team 
ended the season with some impress ive play 
against undefeated Trenton State and Divi sion 
II Millersville. With eleven of the twelve start-
ers returning in 1994, the future is bright. The 
1994 Team will be led by All-MAC, All-Amer-
ican candidates and Co-Captains Heidi Fen-
stermacher and Kara Raiguel , as well as high 
scorer and All-MAC Amy Landi s. The im-
provement of the freshmen will add much 
needed depth and versatility to the team . 
There is great optimism as they will enter the 
inaugural year in the Centennial Conference. 
Sports 133 
Claflin 
St. Andrews 
Coker 
Coker 
Methodist 
Methodist 
Mount Olive 
Mount Oli ve 
Muhlenberg 
Muhlenberg 
Goldy Beacom 
Goldy Beacom 
Moravian 
Moravian 
Swarthmore 
Swarthmore 
Cantern 
Widener 
Widener 
Allentown 
F&M 
F&M 
Albright 
Albright 
Washington 
Washington 
Kean 
Kean 
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below: Halyna ge ts psyched before the big ga me. right : The fir st 
" basewomen" makes the play! below right: Sue prac ti ces her 
th row. 
v.c. 
15 
6 
o 
6 
6 
6 
2 
1 
o 
o 
7 
11 
1 
5 
9 
11 
6 
5 
7 
15 
2 
3 
9 
11 
9 
12 
9 
1 
Opp. 
3 
5 
4 
7 
5 
7 
1 
10 
8 
6 
4 
1 
2 
2 
5 
1 
1 
3 
9 
2 
8 
2 
3 
1 
o 
o 
10 
o 
Softball 
Team picture: L. Bl oodgood, S. Glick, B. Golley, K. Hoopes, N . Kiwak, H. Klinge r, M. McMull in, A 
Mi chel, N . Pergine, T. Petroski , K. Polgar , H. Reynold s, K. Rya n, K. Sa m mar tina, C. Sofka , A. Walls, S 
Whi s ler, B. W illi amson, Coaches D. Groff and K. Taylor 
The team relaxes befo re warmi ng up . far below: Loreen's " Yea , I'm bad" 
Women's Softball fini shed 19-9 overall thi s 
year, 7-3 in the MAC's and 4-0 in PAIAW, 
winning the championship in the Betty Ross 
Divi sion in whi ch they had three all s tars: 
Kim Ryan , Kati e Polga r and Loreen Blood-
good . In the MAC, Ursinus had two fir st team 
all s tars: pitcher Sue Whi sler and short stop 
Kati e Polga r. Tea m MVPs were Bloodgood 
and Polga r. Al so thi s yea r, they were success-
fully admitted into the Eas tern Colleg iate Ath-
letic Confe rence, and with all 18 tea m mem-
bers next yea r, they ce rtainly fee l they' ll be a 
power in the new Centennial Confe rence and 
are hoping for the bes t. 
Sports 135 
Guilford 
Penn State-Erie 
Roanoke 
E. Mennonite 
Allentown 
Phil. Textile 
J. Hopkins 
Moravian 
Haverford 
Albright 
Widener 
Muhlenberg 
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U.c. 
2 
5 
3 
5 
8 
5 
1 
5 
0 
0 
7 
4 
below: Chri sti an prepares to se rve. right: Pre-ga me 
thoughts 
Opp. 
7 
4 
6 
4 
1 
3 
8 
4 
8 
6 
2 
5 
Men's Tennis 
Team picture: D . Miller, C. sockel, M . Gamble, M. Ung, A. Si lva , F. Quigley,S. McCrohan, K. Reim, ~ 
Cies inski, Coach Gilbert 
re Number One! far below: Coach Ci lbe rt 
tips to hi s players. 
The men's tennis record overall was six and 
six. Christian Sockel had a great season , quali-
fying as a quarter-finalist in MAC Men's Ten-
nis Championship. Frosh Matt Ciesinski had 
a 9-3 record, the best record on the team . The 
tenni s team beat their arch-rivals , Divi sion III 
Moravian and Widener, and head coach Steve 
Gilbert retires with a three-year record of 86-
70. He will become assis tant athletic director 
next year. The team should be strong in the 
future with only two seniors graduating. 
Sports 137 
below: Michelle Lim conce ntrates on acing her opponent. right: Becky Kapusta controls the net. below 
right: A strong backhand is a sure winner! 
Haverford 
Franklin & Marshall 
Bryn Mawr 
Albright 
Swarthmore 
Moravian 
Widener 
Muhlenburg 
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Women's Tennis 
U.c.Opp. 
1 8 
0 9 
3 6 
8 1 
3 6 
9 0 
8 0 
3 6 
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team picture: Y. Pirwitz, C. Callahan, R. McCann, T. Slane, E. Callahan, M . Greiss , B. Kapusta . Missinl 
from photo: M. Lim 
After a clinic in Hilto n Head, South Ca rolina, the g irl s pose for the ca mera. fa r below: Back a t ya , baby! 
-
This year ' s team was young, but definitely 
full of talent. They had a fun season, while 
still keeping in mind the se riousness of com-
petition. The players encouraged each other to 
perform their best and many times, the out-
come was better than expected. Everyone was 
flexible with playing different si ngles and 
doubles positions and that made it easier for 
the coach, Mrs. Harri s. Yvonne Pirwitz was 
the number one si ngles player, placing first at 
the PAIAW Tournament. The team spent 
spring break at Hilton Head, South Carolina, 
taking clinics and playing several matches. 
Lorraine Quinn, an experienced player, was 
unable to play this year because of injuries. 
The entire team looks forward to another ex-
ci ting and victorious season next year. 
Sports 139 
Men's Track & Field 
u.e. 
Abright 25 
Leb. Valley 25 
Del. Valley 24 
Haverford 24 
Bap. Bible 93 
Outstanding Athletes: 
Opp. 
73 
82 
53 
109 
28 
Team members: C. Andrews, B. Delin, J. Downey, T. Gehert , R. Savi tz, T. Siggelakis , M. Tucci , J. Warner, 
D . Weiss, E. W idmaier 
Troy Gehert - won high jump at MAC Championships (6'7" ) 
Eric Widmaier- 400 meter runner (49.9) 
David Weiss- 5,000 and 10,000 meter runner 
above left: T.J . Siggelakis releases the shotput with power. above center: Brian Delin takes off! right : 
Coach Whatley will be grea tly missed next yea r. 
l40 Sports 
. bright 
.eb. Valley 
Del. Valley 
rlaverford 
~ap. Bible 
Outstanding Athletes: 
Manya duHoffman- 100 & 200 meter dash, long jump, tripl e jump 
Jennifer Laidlaw- broke school record-sho t put 
Jennifer Orehowsky- 3,000, 5,000 & 10,000 run , won 3,000 and 5,000 at 
MAC championships. 
below right : Skye Laidlaw demonstrates great form . below, center: Jen Orehowsky leads the pack. left: 
Manya duHoffman fli es high in the long jump. 
Women's Track & Field 
v.c. Opp . 
61 53 
61 51 
57 60 
57 49 
75 39 
Team members: C. Boettger, J. Boettger, S. Ca mpbell , M. duHoffman, J. Hayes, J. Laidlaw, J. Orehowsky, J. 
Seng 
Sports 141 
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Activities 
Ursinus Student Government Association 
Members: Sue Koes ter (Advi so r), Bri an Rio rda n, Rebecca Turchick, John Bartholomew, Raquel Szlanic, Jen Stone, John 
Correll , Regina Foley, Jen Baily, Ellie M onifi s ton , Srinivas San ka, M arty Paulina, Robin Baker, Beth Buckenmeyer, Tri s 
Engli sh, T eri Urban , Rob Ladd , Alina M orawski , Janene Pais t, Jenn Scheffl er, Satsuki Scovill e, Ellen Sylvester, Kri s ten 
Ullrich . 
USGA Officers: Robin Baker (Secretary), Ellen 
Sylves ter (Pres ident), Janene Paist (Vice-Pres i-
dent), Rob Ladd (Treasurer). 
148 Activities 
re Class Officers: Brian Riordan (President), Kevin Smith 
ident), Rebecca Turchick (Secretary), Marty Paulina (Trea-
Senior Class Officers: Beth Buckenmeyer (Vice-Presiden t), Teri Ur-
ban (Pres ident), Kris Ull rich (Secretary), Jenn Scheffler (Treasurer), 
Jen Bail y (Representa tive). 
Junior Class Officers: John Bartholomew (Pres ident), John Cor rell 
(Vice-Pres ident), Halyna Reynold s (Treasurer), Kelly Henderson 
(Secretary). 
Freshman Class Officers: Eric Atherholt (Representative), Darnell 
Lee (Representative), Dave Chrzanowski (President), Raquel Szlanic 
(Vice-President), Nicole Eberwein (Secretary), Jen Stone (Treasurer), 
Regina Foley (Representative). 
Activities 149 
Resident Assistants 
UPPER HOUSES: (L to R) T im Ballard (944), Kyle Mans-
fi eld (942), Jenn ifer Janco (Todd), Ellen Sylvester (732), 
T ony Saravanos (Schaff) , Pete Staz (702). 
MIDDLE HOUSES: Front Row Sa tsuki Scoville (624), 
Evelyn Kousoubri s (Olevian), Kim Taylor (Area Coo rdina-
tor), Heather G room (Duryea). Back Row Monica Ardura 
(Musser), Jeff Andrews (Musser), Krys tyna Kiwak (1 st 
Semes ter-Shreiner, 2nd Semester-Kristen Becke r), Paul 
Madson (Omwake.) 
LOWER HOUSES: (L to R) Rick Ca mp (Maples), Blake 
Herr (Sprankle), Gu s Ingraldi (Cia mer), Pete Senescu 
(Commonwealth), Chari sse Jack (Sturgis), Jennifer Taylo r 
(Hobson), Denni s Wilson (Keigwin). 
150 Activities 
lW~~ 
L~Gr. 
BRODBECK / CURTIS / WILKINSON: Front Row Ran-
dy Leise r, Kim Tay lor, Joe MacDonald , T ri s Eng li sh. Back 
Row M ike Baga nski, Steve Devlin , M ike Mondea ux. 
THE QUAD: Front Row Debby DiChiara, Kell y Crowers. 
Back Row Loreen Bloodgood, Monica Norr is, Kath y Ta t-
s is, Ro bin Baker (2nd Semes ter, 1s t Semes ter-Olim pia Fa-
rina). Missing From Photo: Suzie Jones. 
REIMERT HALL: Front Row Kelly Savage, Anmarie Lu-
kens, Sea n Reilly (1s t Semes ter, 2nd Semes ter-Dave 
Weiss), Scott Taylor. Back Row Vic G il , Stephanie Sa r-
noski , Kim Taylo r, Scott Bogdan . 
Activities 151 
ITALIAN CU LTURAL SOCIETY 
Dave Weiss (Pres ident), Paul Forlano (Vice-Pres ident), 
Craig Tibaldi (Corresponding Secretary), Rob Teti (Re-
cording Secretary), Jeff Dare (Treasurer), Dena Procaccini , 
Paul Coppola, Scott Vida, Steve deCelio, Tony Ciliberto, 
Mike Verga no, Nick Baccino, Jerry Lica ta, Wes Lips-
chult z, John Scorsone, Joseph Simione, Tony Esposito, 
Diane Travaglini , Natalie Pergine. 
THE LANTERN 
Kate Phillips (Editor), Amy Flemming (Assi stant Editor), 
Gar Donecker (Layout Editor), Steve Devlin , Vanessa 
Klingensmith , Teresa Propato, Jaymie Burkhart , Sonny 
Regelman, Chri s Bowers, Carey Conover, Carolyn Coo-
per, Chris Kakacek, Robin Loiacono, Megan Noyes, Wil -
lie Simpson, Jennifer Woodbury. 
OMWAKE EDUCATION CLUB 
Dr. Patri cia Gross (Advi so r), Michele Abruzzese (Presi-
dent), Kelli Sheller (Vice-President), Jea nnine Fleming 
(Secretary), Meli ssa Fi sher (Treasurer), Kirsten Becker, 
Pam Bitzer, Joe Boggs, Chris Bowers, Andrea Branas, Ken 
Chen , Andria Deatline, Debby DiChiara , Shannon Dou-
gherty, Tom Epler, Jodi Fosbenner, Lisa Giannone, Ali son 
Heely, Michele Hill , Robin Loiacono, Mega n Love, Deni se 
Makoid , Nate Manzon, Anne-Marie McMahon , Carolyn 
McNamara, M ar tin McTague, Denise Meckley, Gerald 
Moore, Janene Pai st, Sharon Pescha , Bill Pieper, Janice 
Radford , Heather Ramsay, Kri ss ie Ruggiero, Michelle 
Ryan, Debra Savage, Kerri Slattery, Becky Swavely, Me-
gumi Uchiyama , Brian Wilson. 
152 Activities 
THE SA ILING CLUB 
Randy Leise r (Pres ident), Tom Koes ter, Rick Ca mp, Tony 
Sa ravanos, Mark Leise r, Chri sti an Sockel. 
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BO ARD 
Sue Koester (Ad visor), Melisa Miller (Pres ident), Kristen 
Virgin (Vice Pres ident), Beth Ca rk ner (T reasurer), Ell ie 
Stutzman (Corresponding Secretary), Jamie Pehl man (Re-
cording Secretary), Monica Ardura, Kri sten Becker, Rob 
Kes ter, Jason Kindt , Scott Savett , Robin Stankiewicz, Les-
lie G iffin , Br idget Gra nde, Eric James, Mon ica Houser, 
Michelle Moyer, Ian Rhile, Linda Sisz, Julie Tonnessen, 
Robert Trout. 
BRO WNBAC K-ANDERS PRE-MEDI CAL SOC IETY 
Gus Ingrald i (President), Hea ther Groom (Vice-Pres ident), 
Kri stin Link (Secretary), Jay Myers (T reas urer), Eric Hunt 
(Ed itor), J. Ambrad, M . Anadesega r, M . Ardura, C. Atkin-
son, R. Bizr i, L. Bloodgood, C. Boettger, J. Boe ttger, E. 
Bohn, N . Buch, D. Bui , C. Bushka, S. Caggianio, D. Chen, 
T. Chen, S. Choi, K. Crawford , P. Daley, J. Derderi an, M. 
Derderi an, D. Deschenes, J. Doneker, S. Dougherty, A. 
Espisito, R. Fairchild, M. Fingerlin, R. Foley, J. Frantz, L. 
Garawski , F. Giamo, B. Grande, M. Greiss , T. Gulesseri an , 
J. Hasa n, S. Harri son, J. Helverson, B. Herr, S. Holden, C. 
Holland , S. Horling, S. Houchins, M. Jalboot, J. Janco, A. 
Jaymand, L. Jefferi s, K. Jensen, J. Johanson, K. Kallen-
bach, B. Kapusta, J. Kazio, S. Kelley, P. Kern , J. Kindt , N. 
Kiwak, H. Klinger, S. Laidlaw, R. Le, D. Lee, M. Lim , A. 
Lyerly, J. MacDonald, R. MacNeal, E. Mansfi eld , A. Mar-
qui s, K. Martin , B. Matse ll , R. McCa nn, S. McGlinn, M . 
Mehrabi , D. Menchey, M. Miranian, M. Moyer, M. Nor-
ri s, L. Olexa, C. Ortega, B. O sett, C. Overpeck, R. Pasca le, 
T. Payton, C. Purnell , M. Quai l, F. QUigley, C. Radano, L. 
Robinson, N . Rodriguez, K. Rumer, T. Ruth , S. Sa nka, R. 
Sargent , S. Savett, J. Sawyer, V. Setty, R. Sexton, G. Sha-
piro, J. Simmons, R. Simpson, N . Smith, C. Stankiewicz, 
R. Szlanic, D. Taranth , K. Tatsis, D. Thomas, M. Thomas , 
J. Toh , D. Tomlinson , D. Travaglini , J. Traverso, E. Tuck-
er, B. Vaidya, K. Virgin, V. Voss, M. Vu, S. Webb, D. 
Weiss, E. Widmaier, N. Wood, C. Zeberkiewicz, H. 
Zies ing. 
Activities 153 
BEARDWOOD C HEMI CAL SOC IETY 
Scott Trzaska (President), Jamie Roseman (Vice Pres iden t), 
Scott Serveiss (Secretary), Rob Kes ter (Treasurer), Dr. J. 
Lo Bue (Advi sor), Steve C hoi, Sea n Harri son, Eri c Hunt , 
Ci ndy Kline, Skye Laidlaw, Eamonn Mo rrison, Phillip 
Palmer, Ia n Rhile, Scott Savett , Lau ra Scarola, Brenda 
Stryj ewski, Sarah Lee, Dave Washburn , Doug Hovey, 
Stephanie Horiing, Deni se Th omas, Rob Trout , Blai r 
Zartman. 
WISMER CAMPUS MANAGERS 
Dave Weiss, Ro b Ladd, Blake Her r, Ken Chen , Jodi Fos-
benner, Darnell Lee, Hope Rinehim er. 
WHITIANS 
Amy Flemming (Pres ident), Linda Sisz (Vi ce Pres ident), 
Jen Janco, Kri stin Link, Debbie Collinge, Senta Bam-
berger, Evelyn Kousoubris, Beth Carkner, Michele Win-
ters, Lori Fitton . 
154 Activities 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
Dhinesh Samuel (Leader), Rick Tawadros (Leade r), Blake 
Herr (Leader), Steve Yim , Lori Fitton , Linda Rogers, Wes 
Lipschult z, Ryan Savitz, Eri c Widmaie r, Ken Chen, len 
Taylor, Rima Bizri , Mi chelle Ryan , Kevin Grauer, Sarah 
Hopkins, Kare n O 'Connor, Li sa Giannone, Roger Smith , 
Robin Loiacono, Kim Miller, Jamiel Ambrad , Carolyn 
M cNamara, M arc Peterman , Alexis Smith , Jeff Kuklinski , 
Ju stine Boe ttger, Corrine Boe ttge r, David Laganella, Dom-
inic Bui , Amy Pricke tt , Kimiko Trott , Jaci Harris , Heathe r 
Ram say, Paul Forl ano, Jess ica Manci ni , Ni co le Guthrie, 
Vince Blando, Jud y Marcus, Rebecca Fairchild , Stacy 
Sta uffer, Becky Swavely, Jason Colefl esh , Seth Ta nner, 
Da nny Bubb, M ike Tucci, Mike Breen. 
BETA BETA BETA 
Lisa Atki nson (Pres ident), Amy Yeakel (Vi ce-Pres ident), 
Krys ty Kiwak (Secretary), Er ica Starr (Treasu rer). 
BIO LOGY CLUB 
Amy Yeakel (President), M ike Baga nski (Vice-Pres ide nt), 
Kyle M an sf ield (Secreta ry), Tracy Spinka (Treasu re r), 
Robin Munro, Kelly H oopes, Rob Teti , Jeff Da re, Paul 
Forl ano, Jason Colefl esh . 
Activities 155 
JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Wes Lipschult z, Dan M enchey, Jennifer Donecker, Jenni -
fer Role tt e, Seth Tanner, Mark Leise r, Durell Leis ter, G reg 
Szilier , Tom Epler, Ch uck Blackledge, Chri s top her Kaka-
cek, Andrew Ruhf, Gordon Willia ms, Leigh Wools ton , 
Daniel Butz, Colin Tucker , Joanne Amelang, Mike Pi zz i, 
Nick Baccino, AI Desimone, Rob Johanneson , Rob 
Boullio n . 
HILLEL 
Dr. Frances N ovack (Advi sor), Harley Rubin (Pres ident), 
Mitch Pratta (Vice-President), Rebecca Heyl, Dave Weiss, 
Dan Ben-Tal , M att Sutin, Scott Savett, Rhea Frankel, 
Alyssa Marqui s, Samantha Shapiro. 
LE C ERC LE FRAN C AIS 
Amy Grazer (Pres ide'nt) , M onica Ardura (Vi ce Pres ident), 
Kri s tin Ullri ch (Secre ta ry/ Treas urer), Cel ine Barou, Jan-
ene Pai s t, Ellie Monfiston , Lori Engler, Rebecca Straw-
bridge, Karen Fleshman . 
156 Activities 
CONCERT BAND 
Laura Scarola (Pres ident), Michele Abruzzese (Vice-Presi-
dent), Norman David (Direc tor), Alicia Darby, Laura Le-
crone, Carolyn McNamara, Cindy Lark ins, jenn ifer Ro-
lette , Michelle Moyer, Mandy Fingerli n, Cathy Malone, 
Karen Drew, Hollie Fetter, Monica Houser, Robi n Loia-
cono, Al Desimone, Cheryl Holcombe, Anne-Marie Mc-
Mahon , j an Ackley, Dan Barry, Sha nnon Dougherty, Dan 
Menchey, jennifer Donecker, Seth Tanner, Harry Vene-
zia , Tom Epler, Sarah Lee, Sonny Regelman, Charles 
Kni pe, Ch uck Blackledge, Chri s Kakacek, Andrew Ruhf. 
Dhinesh Sam uel, Daniel Butz, Rob j ohan nesson, Colin 
Tucker, j oa nne Amelang, Vanessa Voss. 
SPANISH CLUB 
Dr. Shirl ey Eaton (Advisor), Nicola Will s (President), Phil -
lip Par rotta (Vice Pres ident), Vicky M itchell (Treasurer), 
Tony Saravanos (Secre tary), Eric j ames, Sophia Artis, Kir-
s ten Becker, Ch ri s Bowe rs, jen Bunker, Son nya Espinal, 
Kim Ferry, Meli ssa Fisher, Daniel G raf, Ted G ulesserian, 
jennifer Hasa n, Shane McCrohan, Ca rolyn McNamara, 
Anne-Marie McMahon , Karen O 'Connor, Sharon Pescha, 
Bill Pieper, Ian Rhile, Suzy Rojas, Amy Shelley, Roger 
Smith, Matt Sutin, Alex Ugarte, Bhavesh Vaidya , Michele 
Winter. 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB 
Lori Fitton (Pres ident), Wes Lipschultz (Vice Pres ident), 
Kirs ten Becker (Secretary), Deni se Stroman (Treasurer), 
Linda Kennedy , jen Taylor, Ellie Monfi s ton, Li sa Luck, 
Dan Fi shman, Steve Yim, Denise Meck ley, Debby Di -
Chiara, Liz Wilde, Kim Shaninger, Michele Winter, Patty 
Febo, j ennifer Seng, Hope Rinehimer, Maria Aumick, Mi -
chelle MacRone, Melissa Chi do, Kelli Sheller, Michele 
Abruzzese. 
Activities 157 
INTE RSORO RITY COU N C IL 
Lori Fitton (Pres ident), Amy Yeakel, Ke lly Savidge, Janet 
Kintz, Beth Buckenmeyer. 
ORGANIZATION O F COMMUTIN G STUDENTS 
Naimi sh Pandya (Pres ident), Keith Reim (Vice-Pres ident), 
Vidya Setty (Secretary), Cynthia Fleming (Treasu rer), Ke-
vin Meitzler, Jac i Su Harr is, Jess ica Mancini , Li sa Eberz, 
Kri s tin Lindberg, Deni se Thomas, Fra ncyne Holland , J u-
lie Moyer, Hea ther Foreman , Mary Jane Knerr, Doug 
Wes t, Kelli anne Sheller, Steve Serdikoff , Gaylen Gaw-
lows ki , Steve Wagner, David McGuiga n , Phil Palmer. 
C LASSI CS C LUB 
Ka thy Hoffm an (Pres ident), Jason Colefl esh (Vi ce-Pres i-
dent), Ja mie Burkha rt , Bill Pieper, Sheil a Faix, Robin 
Lo iacono. 
158 Acti v it ies 
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL 
Blake Herr (President), Dave Long, Matt Cordes , Scott 
Ku sa nt , Sam Marshall , Kraig Bano, Jim Crowder, Gene 
Cavacini . 
COMMUNITY SERVICE CORPS 
Satsuki Scoville (Pres ident) Dan Fishman (Vice Pres ident), 
Ilona Kovacs (Sec retary), Jen Janco (Treasurer), Tri sh En-
g lish, Anne-Marie McMahon, Nisha Buch, Cla re Zeber-
kiewicz, Renita Pasca le, Hope Rinehimer, Robin Baker, 
Lori Olexa , Jenni fer Johanson, Ellen Pleba ni , Sarah Hop-
kins, Nicole Rodr iguez, Mulla i Ana ndasegar, Denise 
Stroman, Kellie Martin , Sara Webb, Jen n Helverson, Jay-
son Blocksidge, Ben Ise tt , Erin McNichol, Jen Taylor, 
Raquel Szlanic, Kirs ten Becker, Lori Engler , Hetal Shroff, 
Tina M ouko uli s. 
ECBA CLUB 
Rick Ca mp (President), Phil Parrotta (Co-Vice President), 
Senta Bamberger (Co-Vice-President), Marty Paulina (Sec-
retary), Tony Sarava nos (Treasurer), Brian Rio rdan, Sea n 
Reilly, Pete Staz, Li sa Straw, T erri Kauzlarich, Craig Ti -
baldi, S teve Graber. 
Activities 159 
MINO RITY STUDE NT UNION 
Darnell Lee (Pres ident), Charisse Jack, Soph ia Artis, N i-
cola Wills, Shavera Roys ter, Shanine Brown , Andrea Bla-
lock, Ellie Monfi ston, Ca ndace Purnell , Sonnya Espinal, 
Nichole Hobbs, Tyronia Pay ton, Hea ther Bed nari k, 
Chri stine Getty, Debby Dichiara, Deni se Meckley, Kir-
sten Becker. 
THE LITERARY SOCIETY 
Erec Smith , Beth Rosenberg, Dave Billitto, Steve Yim, 
Kei th Hirokawa , Penelope Fouke, Chris Bowers, Will 
Briggs, Demian Lewi s, Karen O 'Connor, Rebecca Heyl , 
Jess Lomba, Morgan Word ley, Jim Shoemaker, Adam 
Kraus, Willie Simpson, Jess ica Morin , Steve Ziga, Anne-
Marie McMahon . 
PI NU EPSILON 
Monica Houser, Dan Barry, Laura Scarola, Julie Tonnes-
sen , Sarah Lee, Rob Kes ter, Vanessa Klingensmith , Dhin-
esh Samuel, Mary Grei ss, Michelle Moyer, Lori Engler, 
Michele Abruzzese, Robin Loiacono, Sharon Pescha , Ka-
ren Drew, Dave Laganella, Ian Rhile, Jen Rolette, Mark 
Lei ser, Cindy Larkins, Alicia Darby, Cathy Malone, Caro-
lyn McNamara, Becky Swavely, Daniel Butz, Hollie Fet-
ter, Seth Tanner, Chuck Blackledge, Mandy Fingerlin, 
Brenda Stryjewski , Vannessa Voss, Bhavesh Vaidya, 
Amitha Silva, Hope Rinehimer, Maria Aumick, Chris 
Getty, Shannon Dougherty, Laura Lecrone, Carol Brewer, 
Kirs ten Becker. 
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MUSSER INTERNATI ONAL STUDENT UNIO 
M onica Houser, Ellie St ut zman, j a Kim, Ming Ming 
Huang, Sarah Lee, M ika Chida, Alexa ndra Ugar te, Monica 
Ardu ra, Celi ne Barou , Laura Brya ns, Car rie Lumi , j enn ife r 
H asan, Yoshie Odagiri , Nicole Guthrie, Amparo Espadas, 
M inh Vu, j ames Toh, Chris Bowers, Dem ia n Lewi s, Tim 
C hen, Lei Wang, Dong Yul Yo u, Amitha Si lva , Monty 
G hai, Zhi -Wei jiang, C hri s Schapira , Dway ne j avie r, Dale 
Vandersa ll , jason Cole fJesh , Frederic M orva ni , Doria n la-
coni s, j eff Andrews, Chri stine Conz, Sue Camargo, Diana 
Brown, M in He, Sa ndi Mossman, Annette H ussong, M i-
chelle W in ter, Vanessa Klingensmith , Hetel Shroff, Lori 
Engler, Sha ron Long, Soph ia Arti s, Nicola W il ls . 
MEISTERSINGERS 
M ari a Aumick , Kirs ten Becker, Meg Bergner, Carol Brew-
er, C hri stine Conz, j ames Crowder, Lo ri Engler, Tr is tan 
Engli sh , Karen Fleshman, Peggy Gavi n , Mary Greiss, Rob 
Kes ter, Vanessa Klingensmith , Dave Laga nella, Sarah Lee, 
Ro bin Lo iacono, Liz M ansfi eld , Michelle Moyer, Ian 
Rhil e, Hope Rinehimer, Abby Rosenbaum, Laura Sca rola, 
Satsuki Scoville, Brenda Stryjewski , Ka th ry n Tatsis, julie 
T onnessen , Megurni Uchi yama , Bhavesh Vaidya , Dave 
Van Benthuyse n , H eidi Wushinske. 
UPSILON PHI DELTA 
Upsilon Phi Delta is the newes t soror ity on 
campus . It is a service-o ri ented so rority 
founded in 1993. The sisters' colors are black 
and emerald green. Black stands for unity and 
the absence of color, and green stand s of life . 
The group's masco t is a black jaguar with 
green eyes. 
Nichole Hobbs (President), Sonnya Espinal 
(Vice-President), Candace Purnell (Secretary), 
Heather Bednarik (Treasurer), Ellie Monifi s-
ton (Recording Secretary), Colleen Holland 
(Community Advocate), Shanine Brown, Tyr-
onia Payton, Shavera Royster, Lisa Edwards, 
Andrea Blalock, Lauren Robin so n , Dayo 
Charleston . 
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Campus Life 
Mr. Ursinus 1993 
There were six s tudents competing for M r. Ur-
sinus 1993, including Wes Lipschultz, nominated 
by Alpha Sigma Nu; Pete Kern by Kappa Delta 
Kappa; Darnell Lee by the Multicultural Student 
Union; Brent Baldasa re by Omega Chi; and Michae l 
" Pas trami" Hennessey by Phi Alpha Psi. Brian 
Edens, nominated by Ursinus' newes t so rority, Up-
silon Phi Delta , won the title of Mr. Ursinus 1993. 
The contes tants based their ac ts on thi s yea r's 
theme, " It 's a Small World ." Burke Morri son was 
the emcee for the show, which raised $600 in pro-
ceeds. The proceeds from the show went to the Teri 
Urban Scholarship Fund . 
Darnell Ahmad Lee lip-synching Michael Jackson 's " Do You Remember? " 
Wes' piano talent 
Brent Baldasare, runner-up, escorts O 'Chi 's President, Lauren Medica 
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Pres 
Pete Kern dancing to " Funky Cold Medina" 
Michael Hennessey escorting Phi Psi President Kri sten Link 
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Pro-Theatre Productions 
In Their Own Words 
The Four Dramatic Works 
By Student Playwrights Are: 
Dinner Time 
by David van Dusen 
Mosquito ..... . . . . . . ...... Georgia Hurff 
Joe ............. . ............ Dan Berry 
After Annabelle 
by Robert Shuman 
Toby ..... . ......... . ..... Jason Signore 
Henry .. . ...... . ...... . . . Matthew Hicks 
Esilda . . . .... . . . .. .. .. ... Michelle Ryan 
Lydia . . ........ . .... . ... Sonja Regelman 
Sunday Moon 
by Sonja Regelman and Kimberly 
Brophy 
Bianca . . ... . .... . ... . .... Amanda Finch 
Irene ... .. . . ........... . . Tammy Talese 
Storm ................... . Jason Signore 
Danielle . . .... . . . .. .. .. .. Gretchen Lacey 
Officer ...................... Dan Berry 
Partygoers ....... Sonja Regelman, David 
Van, John Woodruff 
The Robin Thomas Theories 
by Alan McCabe 
D.J . . ........................ David Van 
Arthur .................. Dhinesh Samuel 
Sara .... . . . ... .. . . . . . . .. .. . Mary Greiss 
Robin Thomas ............ . .... Rob Teti 
Robin Thomas ... .. . . . Abby Rosenbaum 
Dr. Bivvens . . ............ John Woodruff 
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Thornwood 
By Tony Howarth 
April 1993 
The Cast: 
Gregory Thornwood . .... . Ti m Anderson 
Dr. M artha T aylor ........ Jenneen Flamer 
Alice-Ann ......... Alina Morawski 
Anthony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Erec Sm ith 
Berna rdo ......... . .. . . .. . . Alan McCabe 
Jackie .... .. .......... Stephanie Snow 
Kim . ..... ....... ..... Abby Rosen ba um 
Larry .. . . . . . ... ... Dave Va nBenthuyse n 
Li sa ..... . . . ..... . .. . Lori Engler 
Mike .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. M att Hicks 
Rhonda ............. . . Amanda Finch 
Steve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Woodruff 
Lights and Sound .. . ... .. Diana Brown 
Th ornwood, a play by T ony Howarth , dea ls 
with a burned -out high school teacher's obses-
sion with Hamlet. Students in the cas t played 
the ro les of troubled teens in Mr. Thorn-
wood 's Eng li sh class. Keith Strunk des ig ned 
the se t and directed the play. 
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Airband '93 
The 1993 Airband show was a huge success by 
rai sing over $1300 tha t went to the Laurel House, a 
shelter that offe rs pee r support and counse ling for 
abu sed wo men and their children . Thi s yea r' s show 
was composed of e ig ht ac ts, and seni or Reed Ni ch-
ols was the m .e. fo r the evening. The panel of judges 
included fa culty members and people from th e 
community, and the show wa s a lso being wa tched 
by MTV ta lent coordinator Lawrence Axmith . Ax-
mith was hoping to find new ta lent for hi s ga me 
show, " Lip Service" , whi ch is seen reg ularly on 
MTV. 
m.e. Reed Nichol s 
Alpha Sigma Nu- "One Good Man" 
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Second Place: Pi Nu Epsilon's medley from Phantom o f the Opera 
Chi Rho Psi- " Rumpshaker" 
Phi Alpha Psi's rendition of "Otto Titsling" from Beaches 
The "Simply Irres is tible" men of Beta Sigma Lambda 
Kappa Delta Kappa 's "Grease Lightning" Campus Life 169 
Juniors 
Bad hair day, Alison? Matty Say, THE MAN 
What? RA's never ge t in trouble! 
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Manya - they only let her o ut on weekend s! The sexy men of 306 
Shannon, sore loser? 
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Sophomores 
Furman = John Travolta 
Isn ' t he cute? 
172 Campu Life - Sophomore 
You' re kidding? Bonding at an O 'Chi Rush 
Kelly, aren't you lucky between these two si ngle men ? 
Campus Life - Sophomores 173 
Freshmen 
y 
... -
,.--
Yeah, I've got an attitude, so what? 
Jello shot anyone? 
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The boys are back in town - Stu , Alex, J im and Joe Devil's advoca tes 
The sexy "Dated Party Pose" 
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Spring Break 1993 
Upper left: APES a nd Phi Ps i in the Bahamas 
Upper right: Robin dancing with fl amingos in the Baha-
mas 
Above: Relax ing in the ho tel 
Above, middle: M el, picking up a cop o r ge tting arres ted ? 
Center: Linda and Deb in Tulum, Mexico 
Right: Mi xing in a Florida hotel room 
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Left : Phi Psi girls in Key West , Florida 
Below: O 'Chi girls and some men on Cocoa Beach 
Middle, left: M ichelle and friend basking in the sun on Fort Lauderda le 
Beach 
Middle, right : Vic bites into a lu scious coconut from the Baha mas 
Bottom left : Gene, Jogger, and Scooter enjoying a nigh t in the Bahamas 
Bottom, ri ght : KDK women fea s ting on Mexica n food in Ca ncun 
~ " .: ; .\ .": 
.. . -- ... ,. 
- ii 
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Spring Pastimes 
178 Campus Life - Spring Pastimes 
Campus Life - Spring Pastimes 179 
180 Campus Life - Spring Pastimes 
'~. 
Campus Life - Spring Pastimes ,181 
The annual All -Greek Picni c in the 
spring is a day tha t is looked fo rward to 
by all. Thi s yea r's fes tiviti es included a 
band a nd ba rbeque, a nd the day also 
marked the end of the usual week of 
ga mes. Am ong the day's ga mes for so-
ro riti es were events such as a mattress 
race , egg toss, pizza-ea tin g co nt es t , 
belching contes t, a nd a final a ll -soro rity 
foo tba ll ga me with water ball oons and 
shaving crea m. Omega Chi and T au Sig 
ti ed fo r fir s t place in the week 's events. 
The G reek picnic al so ended a week of 
wiffle ball, ba sketball, football , and vol-
leyball fo r the fraterniti es. Delta Pi took 
fir s t place fo r the fr a terniti es' Greek 
W eek events. 
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Graduation 
184 Graduation 
Pho to by Daniel P. Creighton/ Th e M ercury 
Mrs. Carol Urban accepts Ter i's degree posthumous from Dean Annette Lucas while 
son David looks on . 
Graduation 185 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 1993 
FROM 
PRESIDENT RICHTER 
And The 
URSINUS COLLEGE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
I 
, 
. ' ~'t),~ 
.' ~ : '",-
Friends of the Ursinus Library 
Congratulate the Class of 1993 
Through annual dues and gifts to the loyalty fund, friends of the Ursinus Library 
make possible the development of special collections, exhibits, and occasional 
lectures. Individuals, as friends, interpret the Ursinus Library to their community 
and encourage gifts from others. Benefits to friends include free use of the library, a 
newsletter, and invitations to special events. Providing for the objective needs of the 
library is an important objective of the friends. 
Class of 1993, 
we invite you to join us. 
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Congratulations to the 
CLASS OF 1993 
from The Alumni Association 
of Ursin us College 
G 
o 
o 
D 
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U 
C 
K 
Welcome to the YAPB years ... 
watch for our YAPB Bear 
announcing events you'll want to attend! 
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Musser International Program 
Congratulations to our graduating Seniors: 
Diana 
Christine 
Nicole 
Zhi Wei 
Vanessa 
Dana 
Melissa 
Hetal 
Michele 
With special thanks to our RA /s: 
Monica Ardura and Jeff Andrews 
RUBY PATRONS 
Cold Star: 
Eileen & Peter Burke 
Adam & Paula Ciesinski 
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick L. Cole 
J acqui Petch 
Fred & Lois Reim 
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald H. Scheffler 
Silver Star: Dr. & Mrs. Walter Comiskey 
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Bronze Star: Lois & Bill Collinge and family 
Jon Huber Rob Kester Dave Malik Congratulations to the ~CHFCHF~ + R + 9 + ~o RHC - 0 
Chemistry majors on 
their graduation. Jamie Roseman Scott Trzaska Nancy Wu 0 + + + CH1 - C-o-CH2F Re=Re W=U 
~C(f~ Blair Zartman hard work Qtb~mt$t$ ~~ Br-o-CHF-CEN study > 
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12 STORES 
THROUGHOUT BUCKS, 
MONTGOMERY 
AND CHESTER 
COUNTIES ... 
CALL 1-800-CLEMENS 
FOR 
~ SHOP-FOR-YOU ~ DELIVERY AND PICK-UP SERVICE .~------~. 
RUBY FRIENDS 
William & Lynette Dougherty 
Eileen England 
Nancy & John H ai nes 
Jim & Charlotte Hannigan 
Emily & Fred March 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. MacMurray 
Dr. & Mrs. M . J. Menchey 
Elizabeth & Joseph Moretz 
Barbara Mozzachio 
Shirley Sargent 
Amy Spillane 
Congratulations 
To The Class of 1993 
Your Official Photographer 
Da Vor Photo, Inc. 
624 Street Road 
Bensalem, P A 19020 
(215) 638-2490 
• Meridian 
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Catch a Rainbow of Opportunities at 
Harleysville National Bank 
where you will find 
Innovative Banking 
Products for the 
Whole Family. 
~~~!JJ~'1tLE 
Bank and Trust Company 
""IIIIOIr. 
256-8851 
Congratulations 
Class of 1993! 
C.D. Millwork Co., Inc. 
3816 Ridge Pike 
Collegeville, P A 19426 
EAGLEVILLE 
Ridge Pike & 
W. Mt. Kirk Ave. 
STORE: 631-1123 
PRESCRIPTIONS. 539-6660 
ROYERSFORD 
324 Lewis Road 
STORE. 948-0900 
PRESCRIPTIONS. 948-9080 
• ~ 
Super Discount 
Super Drugstore 
LANSDALE 
553 S. Broad Street 
at Whites Road 
STORE. 361 -0444 
PRESCRIPTIONS: 362-8007 
PORTRAIT STUDIO : 361-2134 
FRAZER 
305 Lancaster Pike 
STORE. 251-0700 
PRESCRIPTIONS. 251 -0710 
PORTRAIT STUDIO: 251-0910 
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POOH, 
YOU ARE MY 
SUNSHINE 
MY ONLY 
SUNSHINE 
YOU MAKE 
ME HAPPY 
WHEN SKIES 
ARE GRAY 
YOU'LL NEVER 
KNOW, POOH, 
HOW MUCH 
I LOVE YOU 
PLEASE 
DON'T TAKE 
MY SUNSHINE 
AWAY I 
]/M 50000 PROUD OF 
YOU! 
Love, REEDY 
Congratulations 
Steve 
- Mom/ Dad & Dan 
Dear Claire Ann, 
The sun does not shine as brightly as 
your smile. 
The ocean is not as deep as your heart. 
And the world cannot contain all the 
love and pride we have for you. 
You are our joy. 
God bless you always. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom & Thomas 
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Congratulations Amy 
//Hitch your wagon to a starr/ 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, Jill, John & Carolyn 
YEA, 
TOOTS! 
Love, 
MOITl, Dad, & Dan 
Congratulations 
Jennifer 
The best to you always 
in happiness and success. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Lisa, 
Michael, Folly, & AlIi 
Dear Randy, 
... we must sail sometimes with the 
windf and sometimes against itf but we 
sailf and not driftf nor live at anchor. 
- Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Wishing you a lifetime of 
sunny skies, strong wind, and 
clear sailing. Never forget that 
we, as your loving and proud 
family, are always here to serve 
as your home port as you face 
the challenges ahead! 
With all our love, 
Mom, Dad, Mark, 
Mam-Mom, & Pop-Pop 
Scott, 
Congratulations and best wishes. 
As always, we're so proud of you! 
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Love, 
Mom and Dad 
Lindsay Heiser 
Congratulations To 
The "Fav" 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Toby, Pat, Tim, "John" 
STACEY GOLD 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND THE BEST TO 
YOU ALWAYS, 
WISHING YOU 
MUCH HAPPINESS 
AND SUCCESS IN 
THE FUTURE. WE 
ARE VERY PROUD 
OF YOU. 
2 ...... 1993 ..... ~ CONGRATULATIONS MICHELE, ALL OUR LOVE AND BEST WISHES. WE ARH VERY PROUD OP YOUI 
LOVE, 
- MOM, DAD, LISA, GEORGIE -
LOVE, 
MOM AND DAD 
Betsy, 
AND POUE 
Congratulations 
Andrea and 
Class of 1993 
- The Branas Family 
//In all thy ways acknowledge Him and 
He shall direct thy paths. // - Proverbs 3:6 
God bless you always. 
- Mr. and Mrs. Ford 
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Congratulations Jennifer! 
You have made us extremely 
proud of your accomplish-
ments and continuation of 
our Ursinus family tradition. 
Wishing you success and 
happiness always! 
Love, Mom, Dad '61, Scott '84, & Denny 
CONGRATULATIONS 
MINDY, 
WE'RE PROUD OF YOU! 
SUCCESS AND 
HAPPINESS ALWAYS. 
LOVE FROM YOUR FAMILY 
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rvVe lOYE' yOU/ / [;(on1 & Dad 
fJ)awn &-Alay! 
;.to: . ~~  1~J;t,~ ' m' ~~ ~ ~. 
If 71 
'(; We always knew · 
you would 
make us proud! 
We wish you 
love, health, 
hapiness and 
much success 
in the future!i! 
BEST TO THE BEST! 
1 From Mom, Dad, Brian, i 
' ,., Eric, Gram Sisz, Gram '<a u 
~j} And Gramp Shockley! ~ . ~ 
Jason M. Komasz 
"Doctor J" - You're on the way 
We congratulate you 
with love and pride 
- Mom/ Dad/ jeremy/ 
Melissa/ Michelle/ 
Grandpa & Grandma K 
SARAH -
FAME IS A VAPOR 
POPULARITY AN ACCIDENT 
RICHES TAKE WINGS 
THOSE WHO CHEER TODAY 
MAY CURSE TOMORROW 
ONLY ONE THING ENDURES -
CHARACTER 
CONGRATULATIONS WITH LOVE 
- MOM, JIMM~ AND POINDEXTER 
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Congratulations Anthony!! 
You made it!! We are so 
proud of you and all your 
accomplishments. We hope all 
you wish for in life comes your 
way. You are the best, Anthony!! 
And we know you will be the best 
at whatever you do!! We are right 
behind you every step of the way. 
We are always rooting for our #1 
guy! We love you so much, Tony, 
and wish you all the success, health 
and happiness!! 
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With all our love, 
Hugs and kisses, 
Mom, Dad, Karen, Maria 
and Sunshine, too! 
P.5. Go-ooo Gators!! 
Congratulations to the 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Th e road was long, with man y 
a winding turn . You traveled i t 
well - m any lesson s to be 
learned. It's fin ally over and 
you can sing!! 
You, Yo u, You - Yo u are the 
wind benea th our wings! 
Love, Dad, M om , Ricky, 
& "Buffy" 
Compliments 
of a 
Friend 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
THE 
GRADUATING BROTHERS OF 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: 
HANK 
LEV 
FUNK 
SCRATCH 
GUS 
JACKSON 
STAZ 
PETCH 
ROACH 
MADSON 
Z-MAN 
JESSE 
- THE PETCH FAMILY 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
CHRIS 
SUCCESS TODAY 
AND ALWAYS 
WE LOVE YOU 
- MOM" DAD" JODI" & JILL 
Dear Paul, 
"Be glad for all 
God is planning 
for you. 
Be patient in 
trouble, and 
prayerful always." 
- Romans 12:12 
Love, 
Mom, Dad & Julie 
Pe,m 
~ 
1J1Jr 
~ 
~ ~ s~ 
~ otKL ~ 0J1Ld. c~ tvlO1l1.('A; 
Ka:iL 
-lovlMv 
e.AMvL 
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DEBORAH 
BUTZBACH 
D IS FOR THE JDAUGHTER WE ALL LOVE 
!E IS FOR YOUR !ENERGY AND ENTIIUSlASM 
!B IS FOR YOUR ]3EAUTY AND BRIGHTNESS 
if) IS FOR THE <lJ)PPORTUNlTlES AHEAD IN 
MEDICAL SCHOOL 
fR IS FOR THE [fu;SPEcr YOU HAVE EAR."IED 
.... 1 IS FOR THE ADVENTURES. LAUGHTER. 
AND GOOD TL'vIES SHARED 
!E IS FOR THE lliIAPPINESS YOU BRING TO 
ALL THOSE AROUND YOU 
AND FOR YOUR HAPPINESS 
FOREVER 
WHEN IT COMES TO DAUGIITERS. WE 11IlNK YOlJRE 
THE BEST. WE ARE PROUD OF EVER YTHlNG YOU 
HA VE ACCOMPLISHED. 
LOVE 
BOB. BE.:'I. DEBI. & DAD 
Congratulations Jodi! 
We are so proud of our bear -
Our love, our blessings and our 
admiration . .. to our little girl. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Dave, 
Casey, and Kevin 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 
THE PELLEGRINO FAMILY 
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Kim -
Congratulations 
and best wishes for a 
happy and successful 
future. We Love you. 
- Mom/ Dad/ Carrie & 
Courtney 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
EVELYN 
FOR A GREAT JOB! 
WE'RE REALLY 
PROUD OF YOU. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, & Phil 
CONGRATULATIONS 
LORI 
We're so proud of you! 
Good luck in the future . 
Love, 
Morn and Jon 
Congratulations Rock 
We appreciate your hard work and 
sincere efforts. We couldn't be any 
prouder than we are now. Thanks for 
making your parents' dream corne true. 
Best wishes and may God be with you. 
- Mom, Dad, Pete, Grandmam, & Grandpop 
In Memory Of Teri Urban 
Congratulations 
To The 
Class Of 1993 
Love, 
Morn, Dad, David, & Nanny 
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The 1993 Ruby Staff 
Editors-in-Chief: Ch ri s ti e Ga m ble 
Janene Pais t 
Advisor: M s. Lucia Murph y 
Advertising Editor: Lori Engler 
Faculty Editor: Tori Benni son 
Greek Editors: Audra Boettcher 
Ma ri a Rojas 
Photography Editor: Dheeraj Tarana th 
Assistant Photography Editor: Tom You 
Seniors Editor: Andrea Branas 
Sports Editors: Anmarie Lukens 
Cra ig Tibaldi 
Support Services: Mrs. Sally Rapp 
Thanks to the following people for their contributions to 
the 1993 Ruby: 
Theresa Carbine 
Megan Love 
College Communications 
Student Activities Office 
Sports Information Department 
Bill O ' Brien and Jostens 
Rebecca Heyl 
Satsuki Scoville 
Davor Photography 
Renita Pascale 
Delta Pi 
The Ruby: T op Row: Tom You, M s. Lucia Murphy, Andrea Branas, Tori Benni son . Midd le 
Row: Chri sti e Gamble, Janene Pais t, Maria Rojas, Audra Boett cher. Bottom Row: Dheeraj 
" Buz" Ta ranath . Mi ss ing from photo: Lori Engler, C raig Tibaldi , Anma rie Lukens. 
Special Thanks to Mrs. Rapp 
Good Luck and Thanks to Ms. Murphy 
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